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SFRA BUSINESS

Edlltor's Message
Christine Mains

News Items:
The British Science Fiction Association Awards were presented at
the 2007 Eastercon. Novel: End of
the World Blues, by Jon Courtenay
Grimwood; Short Fiction: "The
Djinn'sWife," by Ian McDonald;Artwork: Angelbot, by Fanghorn.
The winner of this year's Philip K.
Dick Award for best paperback
original has been announced as
Chris Moriarty's Spin Control. A
Special Citation was issued for Elizabeth Bear's novel Carnival.
The inductees into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame, housed at the
Science Fiction Museum in Seattle,
have been announced. The induction ceremony will be held on June
16 in conjunction with the presentation of the Locus Awards. This
year's inductees include: Gene
Wolfe, Ridley Scott, Ed Emshwiller,
Gene Roddenberry.

\Vbw, it's dlat time again? As far as I can tell, we just celebrated Christmas!
.\nd now we're well into dle New Year. That means, among odler d1i.ngs, a new
executive committee, whose contact infomlation is on the back page of me SFRA
Retielv. It means a new conference is almost upon us, and President Adam Frisch
encourages everyone who can make it to Kansas City to make dleir plans soon.
Sadly, I won't be seeing you mere dUs year (too much teaching in Spring term),
but I am very much looking forward to 2008 in Dublin.
And now it's time for dle broken record again. In dle last issue, we were
able to include a contribution to me Approaches to Teaching series by Neil
Easterbrook, and we (still) hope to include a piece on Approaches to Teaching
Heinlein in dle next issue (and ifyou have any thoughts at all on teaching Heinlein
in dle classroom, whedler it's a few sentences to share your own experience or a
couple of paragraphs on what you would do if you could, please contact me).
\Ve'd love to be able to run someming in me "\pproaches series in every issue, so
if you have any dlOUghts on any aspect of teaching science fiction, any experiences
you'd like to share, please drop me a line.
And on dlat note: If you have ever had any trouble emailing me, please
email anyone of the odler SFIL\ Editors to pass along a message to me.•\pparendy dlere is a very occasional and very weird glitch in my email (somedling my
ISP is unable to track down) that responds to a very few emails with a note mat I
am not accepting callers (or some such wording to mat effect). I really do want to
hear from SFRA members widl dleir dlOUghts and ideas on dle Review, so please
don't let a little technological gnome stand in me way of our communication.
SFRA BUSINESS

Preslldent·s Message
Adam Frisch

The winners of the Tiptree Award
have been announced. Half Life, by
Shelley Jackson;

The Orphan's Tales: In the Night Garden, by Catherynne M.Yalente. Special Mention for James Tiptree, Jr.:
ofAlice B. Sheldon, by
Julie Phillips.

The Double Life

The Lambda Award nominations,
given
for
Gay,
Lesbian,
Transgendered, and bisexual writing have been announced. The finalists in the Sci-Fi/Fantasy/Horror
category are Carnival, by Elizabeth
Bear; Mordred, Bastard Son, by Douglas Clegg;A Strong and Sudden Thaw,
by R.W Day; Izzy and Eve, by Neal
Drinnan; Spin Control, by Chris
Moriarty.
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During dle coming two years your SFRA Executive Committee will continue to emphasize our organization's groWdl. New teclmiques we are putting in
place in order to maintain and increase our membership range from dle creation
of attractive SFIL\ wristbands advertising our organization's name (available
beginning dlis summer at Kansas City) to dle addition of Loms magazine as a
readily available new subscription/ renewal option for SFIL\ members starring in
2008. SFIL\ VP. Lisa Yaszek and Secretary Shelley Rodrigo are also updating our
recruitment brochure for this summer's meeting. In addition, as part of her
recmitment responsibilities Lisa has begun a systematic search of SF-related publications and conference presentations for new contact nmnes + a systematic search
for previous members who might once again be interested in renewing meir
memberships. i\ll of dlese initiatives should help widen our organization's appeal and effectiveness.
TIle one major change all members will notice will be dle earlier renewal
dates for 2008 membership. Initial renewal-request letters for 2008 will go out
during the first couple \veeks of September (rather than between Thmlksgiving
mld Christmas, \vhen everyone's short on cash), widl follow-up reminders in
early Nm-ember. One ob\-ious advmltage of tillS earlier renewal calendar is dlat all
members who re-up by Dec. 1 can be promised uninterrupted joumal subscriptions, without mlY of those irksome (mld tmlgential) postcards sent direcdy from
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the publishers warning of impending termination. "\1so, SFR.c-\ will have fewer
costs sending out back issues to members who renew late (you'd be surprised the
hassle and cost that late renewals entail), and future secretaries and VP's will have
an easier task identifying and attempting to re-establish contact with members
who don't renew.
Meanwhile, your executive committee is continuing to search for and
implement improvements that should make networking with colleagues ever
more efficient and useful. By tlus summer's meeting changes to the SFR.c-\ website
should be in place, including a password-protected area where tile 2008 "-\nnual
Directory can be posted online (you'll still get your hard copy of tile Directory in
tile fall) witllOut being accessible to those nasty web cra\vlers looking to expand
the Empire of Spam. We also are hoping to update tile SFR.c-\ website on a more
regular basis; we're looking for a volunteer who will take an hour or so of Ius/her
time once a month to scour our Listserv and a few other sources and tllen send
our \Vebmaster Sam information on tile latest SFR.c-\ news, awards, paper calls,
projects, etc. to update our website. For tllis small but very useful sen-ice tile
volunteer will be able to augment his/her resume witll tile title of "SFR.c-\ \\'eb
Content Director," no minor addition in what one of my former students called
the "doggy-dog world of academics." (Let me know if you're interested in tllis
new position.) "\nd speaking of tile Listserv, the executive comnuttee continues
to take all appropriate steps to assure tile free exchange of relevant S.F. information on tllis wonderful site.
Finally, SFR..-\ has confirmed commitments for its annual meetings
tl1rough 2010 (after Kansas City this summer there will be mcetings in Dublin
[2008], Atlanta [2009], and Phoeni..:·; [2010]), ,md we ha\-e already received prelinunary inquiries about anotller European meeting site for 2011, details of wluch we
hope to present to tile membership at the Kansas City annual meeting.
So come on down (up? over?) to l-":'ansas City in July. It's an easy-to..
reach and relatively inexpensive venue, and conference director David Mead is
doing a wonderful job "meslung" our sessions with all tllOse celebrity sessions
tile Heinlein Centennial folks are paying for. Not only will you get to interact Witll
your colleagues, hear some fine papers and panel presentations, plus eat too
much, but on Friday evening you're guaranteed to be challenged by and delighted
witil the remarks of our 2007 Pilgrim and our 2007 Pioneer winners.
Hope to see you tllere.

0' Execuiive Board
SFRA BUSINESS

Minuies

Shelley Rodrigo
Science Fiction Research "-\ssociation
Executive Board Meeting
Dates/Times:
•
January 26,2007; 6:00pm-9:15pm
•
January 27, 2007; 8:00am-12:00pm; 1:00pm-3:30pm
Attending:
•
"-\dam Frisch, President
•
Lisa, Yaszek, Vice Presidcnt
•
Shelley Rodrigo, Secretary
•
Donald M. Hassler, Treasurer
•
David G. Mead, Immediate Past President
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
\X!e started Witll a discussion of tile agenda for thc wcckend ,md revicwed thc roles
of each officer as dictated by the organization's by-laws. \\'c noted the official
recruitment and advcrtising responsibility of the Vice Prcsidcnt ,U1d dccided that
wlOfficially related to that roll was overseeing the wcbsite. \\'e also discussed the
time and labor intensi\-e nature of the Treasurer's roll since s/he is rcsponsiblc for
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The Crawford Award for the best
debut fantasy book has been presented to M. Rickert for her collection Map of Dreams.
The Dell Magazine Award for unpublished fiction by an undergraduate was presented to Natty
Bokenkamp of Stanford University;
The Lord Ruthven Award recognizes excellence in vampire fiction.
This year,awards were presented to
Barbara Hambly for her novel
Renfield: Slave of Dracula and Bruce
McClelland for Slayers andTheirVam-

pires: A Cultural History
Dead.

of Killing the

The nominees for this year's Hugo
Awards have been announced.
Novel: Blindsight, Peter Watts;
Eifelheim, Michael Flynn; Glasshouse,
Charles Stross; His Majesty's Dragon,
Naomi Novik; Rainbows End,Vernor
Vinge. Novella: "A Billion Eves," by
Robert Reed; "Inclination," by William Shunn; "Julian: A Christmas
Story," by Robert Charles Wilson;
"Lord Weary's Empire," by Michael
Swanwick; "The Walls of the Universe," by Paul Melko. Novelette:"AIi
theThingsYouAre," by Mike Resnick;
"Dawn, and Sunset, and the Colours
of the Earth," by Michael F. Flynn;
"The Djinn's Wife," by Ian
McDonald; "Pol Pot's Beautiful
Daughter" by Geoff Ryman;"Yeliow
Card Man," by Paolo Bacigalupi.
Short Story: "Eight Episodes," by
Robert Reed; "The House Beyond
Your Sky," by Benjamin Rosenbaum;
"How to Talk to Girls at Parties," by
Neil Gaiman; "Impossible Dreams,"
by Tim Pratt; "Kin," by Bruce
McAliister.John W. Campbell Award
for Best New Writer: Scott Lynch,
Sarah Monette, Naomi Novik, Brandon Sanderson, Lawrence M. Schoen,
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The NebulaAward nominations list
has been announced. Novels: The
Privilege of the Sword, by Ellen
Kushner; Seeker, by Jack McDevitt;
The Girl in the Glass, by Jeffrey Ford;
Farthing, by Jo Walton; From the Files
of the Time Rangers, by Richard
Bowes; To Crush the Moon, by Wil
McCarthy. Novellas: "Burn," by
James Patrick Kelly; "Sanctuary," by
Michael A. Burstein; "The Walls of
the Universe," by Paul Melko;"lnclination," by William Shunn. Novelettes: "The Language of Moths," by
Chris Barzak; "Walpurgis Afternoon," by Delia Sherman; "Journey
into the Kingdom," by M. Rickert;
"Two Hearts," by Peter S. Beagle;
"Little Faces," by Vonda Mcintyre.
Short Stories: "Echo:' by Elizabeth
Hand;"Helen Remembers the Stork
Club;' by Esther M. Friesner; "The
Woman in Schrodinger's Wave
Equations," by Eugene Mirabelli;
"Henry James, This One's For You,"
by Jack McDevitt; "An End To All
Things," by Karina Sumner-Smith;
"Pip and the Fairies," by Theodora
Goss.

Recent and Forthcoming
(Spring, 2007)
Abrams, Jerold J. The Philosophy of
Stanley Kubrick. Kentucky University Press.
Ashenden, Gavin. Charles WiJliams:AIchemy and Integration. Kent State.
DeGraw, Sharon. The Subject of Race

in American Science Fiction.
Routledge.
Dickerson, Matthew and Jonathan
Evans. Ents, Elves, and Eriador:The

EnvironmentalVision ofJ.R.R.Tolkien.
Kentucky University Press.
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pkeeping all of the membership data and dispersing as needed (which includes a
lot of individuals: secretary, VP, the editors of all the publications, etc.).
2007 ANNUAL CONFERENCE (I<:ansas City, held simultaneously with dIe
Heinlein Centennial Conference)
As of the meeting, Dave I\fead (conference organizer) had 12 paid conference
registration fees/memberships. $60 dollars of each conference registration fee goes
to the Heinlein conference; however, dley are giving us use of presentation rooms
in dIe hotel. Dave is hopeful we will have many people since it is early in dIe
registration process. He dUnks we'll get enough to pay for our guests, and that is all
we need! Philip Snyder and Carolyn Wendle are organizing dIe presentation schedule. Leslie .-\nn Swagart said she will put dIe program togedler. Our awards presentations and speeches will be on Friday evening so as not to conflict with dIe
Heinlein banquet. No dinner will be served at our award event, so it will probably
run from 6-7:30 pm., letting attendees out early for odler activities. Adam will
announce dIe winners at Saturday's banquet. Currendy our guest authors include:
Steele, PoW, & Gunn. \Ve may have odlers; Heinlein conference has lots of authors
coming as well. \Ve are offering our audlOrs rooms, conference participation, and
$300 for travel. The Heinlein organizers may comp SFR..\. some of dIose rooms
for dIe audlOrs. There will be no separate SFR..\. bookroom. Dave mentioned that
the Heinlein conference is managing technology in Kansas City, and he doesn't
dlink they will be billing us.
Dave's tentative program:
•
Thursday afternoon-12:00 registration; 3:00pm couple sets of papers;
general meeting in dIe evening with guest writers up front
Friday papers; 6-7:30pm .\.ward Presentation (no food) in evening; local
•
First Friday art galleries (open until 9)
•
Saturday: papers up to Spm; announce award winners at Gala
Some concerns and ideas:
\Ve wondered if people assume dlat if they are registering for one event
•
and dnt they are automatically signed up for our conference?
•
In the past SFR..\. good for hanging out w/ audlOrs; what will happen at
this event?
I\faking sure no major conflicts widl dIe "big" Heinlein events? Get
•
general oudine up on website/out so people know what is doing. Give
people dnt propose papers early good time slots and advertising for
dleir papers / panels, even in dIe lis tserve prior to dIe conference. Have
Carolyn put togedler panels and announce them early
\Vill our schedule be in dIe general Heinlein program book? Need to
•
have a more prominent link from dIe Heinlein conference website to
our conference website.
Do we need to schedule a trip?
•
OTHER UPCOMING CONFERENCES
•
2008: Dublin-set for Trinity College, Dublin; Farall I\fendlesohn organizing
•
2009: :\danta-set for Georgia Tech; Lisa Yaszek organizing
•
2010: PhoenL,/Tempe-set for Tempe; Shelley Rodrigo & Craig Jacobsen
orgalllzlllg
•
2011: Pawel Frelik is plalming to submit a proposal for Polalld; there are
potentially other sites being proposed as well
\\'e briefly discussed whether or not we needed to change processes, including
front money, costs, and dIe manual. Dave had a copy of the manual and is sending
copies to Lisa & Shelley. \Ve also mentioned that one of the strengdls of our
conferences is the variety in style, organization and structure. \Ve want to suggest
and support conference orgallizers to build in a "ariety of events, trips, and odler
activities that take advantage of their location and strengths as conference organizers.
SFR..\. "\W\RD COi\L\fITTEES
\Ve discussed dIe current make up of each jury and gave some suggestions for
future 2008 replacement members. \Ve emphasized the need to reconfirm alld/or
reestablish the duee year rotation all each committee. \\e agreed that dIe President
should have the ability to make up the committees WitJlOut direct executive com-
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mittee input. We clarified dlat ilie chairs of dle award committees do not notify
dle winners, ilie president does so. \V'e also agreed iliat we should institute a
practice of sending iliank you notes to ilie committee members so dMt dley can
save dlem for tenure files.
2007 Award Committee Members
1. Pilgrim Jury
a. Dave Hartwell (c)
b. Charlie Brown
c
F. Brett Cox
2. PioneerJury
a. Lisa Yaszek (c)
b. Chris tine i\fains
c Janice Bogstad
3. Clareson Jury-\Ve discussed iliat Joe Sanders (Cleveland) has ilie award
specs.
a. Mack Hassler (c)
b. Neil Easterbrook
c
i\[ardM Bartter-we were not 100% positive and will follow up
widl Mardla.
4. j\[ary I<:ay BrayJury-\V1l111ers receive a check $100 & Mike Levy might have a
certificate template on file.
a. Ritch Calvin (c)
b. Philip Snyder
c
Tom j\[orrissey
5. Graduate Student Paper-\Vinners receive SFR..-\ membership for a year
a. Sarall Canfield Fuller (c)
b. Paul Brians
c
Pawel Frelik-we were not 100% positi,re and will follow up widl
Pawel.
GO"\LS OF INCOj\lING BO"\RI) j\lEj\lBERS
1. Dave Mead, the Immediate Past President, wants to expand our membership through cross pollination with odler organizations; for example, by
exchanging advertisements in organization publications. Other ideas included
constructing a Second Life community. He wants to make sure that every
single person who inquires about SFR..-\ is genuinely welcomed. Finally, he
wanted to make sure dlat we were systematically archiving all of our materials
(especially conference programs) widl our archivist at dle Uni,-ersity of l-'=ansas.
Richard Clement
University of I-'=ansas
Special Collections
I-'=enneth Spencer Research LibralT
Uninrsity of l-'=allSaS
Lawrence: KS 66045
2. Shelley Rodrigo, the Secretary, WalltS to see more strategically plalUled (alld
documented) recruitment strategies that l11clude all updated website alld the
eventual construction of all online database. She suggested that we begin
dialogue with Digital arts and Gallling organizations. Finalh", she suggested
dMt we construct conference recruitment packets dlat include brochures, so
dlat SFR..-\ members can readily request them to take to other conferences.
3. Mack Hassler, the Treasurer, emphasized his 100-e of the continued rehlm of
members; that SFR..-\ gathenngs are like homecomings. HO\"ever, he believes
dlat electing ne,\' officers alld keeping some tumO\Tr in the executi,-e board
is healthy for the organization. Finally, he would like to see a dedicated his toriall/chronicler of the orgallization.
4. Lisa Yaszek, the Vice-President, agrees with the desire to grow the membership; however, she wants us to retain our sense of identity ,Uld communit\·.
She would like to look backwards in old directol~es to try to entice past
members back as well as look forward and try to entice both graduate ,md
wldergraduate shldents. She also thinks it would be useful if we \\-ere to
create visible tracks at i\[L-\ and other conferences. She would like to see us do
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Glyer, Diana Pavlac. C.S. Lewis and
j.R.R. Tolkien as Writers in Community. Kent State.
Grebowicz, Margret (ed.) SciFi in the
Mind's Eye: Reading Science
through Science Fiction. Open
Court.
Hazell, Dinah. The Plants of Middleearth: Botany and Sub-creation.
Kent State.
joshi, S.T.lcons of Horror and the Supernatural:An Encyclopedia of Our
Worst Nightmares. Greenwood.
Kane, Paul. The Hellraiser Films and
Their Legacy. McFarland.
McKee, Gabriel. The Gospel According to Science Fiction: From the
TWilight Zone to the Final Frontier.
john Knox Press.
Nevins,jess. Pulp Magazine Holdings
Directory: Library Collections in
North America and Europe.
McFarland.
Newitz,Annalee.PretendWere Dead:
Capitalist Monsters in American
Pop Culture. Duke UP.
Proucher, jeff. Brave NewWords:The
Oxford Dictionary of Science Fiction. Oxford UP.
Russ, joanna. The Country You Have
Never Seen: Essays and Reviews.
Liverpool UP.
Stableford, Brian. Science Fact and Science Fiction: An Encyclopedia.
Routledge.
Tuerk, Richard. Oz in Perspective:
MagiC and Myth in the L Frank
Baum Books. McFarland.

)
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Weaver, Brunas and Brunas. Univer-

sal Horrors:The Studios Classic Films,
1931-1946. McFarland.
Willis, Martin. Mesmerists, Monsters,

and Machines: Science Fiction and
the Cultures of Science in the Nineteenth Century. Kent State.
Wilson, Eric G. The Strange World

of

David Lynch: Ironic Religion from
Eraserhead to Mulholland Dr. Continuum.

CfPs:
WHAT:The PostcolonialWondrous:
Third World in Science Fiction and
Fantasy
TOPICS: Since the publication of Edward Said's influential book
Orientalism (1978) and the seminal
study The Empire Writes Back:Theory

and Practice in Post-Colonial Literatures
(1989) by Bill Ashcroft, Gareth
Griffiths, and Helen Tiffin, Postcolonial
Studies has emerged as one of the
most productive and significant academic disciplines of the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries. The
concepts of empire-building, various
forms of governance, colonization,
and power and cultural relations between different species/races have
been central to SF/F ever since the
inception of these genres. Both in the
quests of Fantasy and exploring
space frontiers of Science Fiction, the
dilemma of responding to encounters with the "Other" is resolved in
various ways - ranging from the most
retrogressive to the utopic.This book
aims to fill this lacuna in both
postcolonial and science fiction and
fantasy studies. The book is comprised of two main sections: the first
dealing with representations of the
third world in SF/F literature and cinema of the West, and the second
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something with the large amount in savings. Finally, she wants us to figure
out an incentive to (re)join on time, without having to punish those who do
not.
5. Adam Frisch, the President, wants to retain the casual environment that
includes the ease with which people can join, the friendly nature of the
people and our meetings, and use what pluses we have (including meeting
working writers) as promotional materials. Over the next two years he wants
grow the membership close to 400 individuals, be more interactive with
international organizations, and overall become a more proactive organization with a more proactive executive committee.
TREASURER'S REPORT
"-\s of December 31, 2006, SFRA has $61,632.97 dollars in dle bank. Mack mentioned some of dle differences from earlier years' expenses, including an ad in The
Chronicle of HigherEd, and some of dle Secretary's costs. The conference in \Xlhite
Plains was about a $9,000 loss. The conference hosts had mentioned dle possibility of publishing a proceeding widl Fine Tooth Press to help make up some of
dle loss. The Review and "-\nnual Directory appear to be under control. He mentioned dlat handling all of dle pass-dlrough monies for the odler journals is a
tedious task, especially since he has to supply all dle names and addresses. Mack
also mentioned dlat dle executive board meeting would cost approximately $1,700.
We were excited about dle surplus amoilllt, especially in light of our construction
of explicit "Support a Scholar" programs; however, we also do not want to only
take from dus amount. \Ve learned from \~T[ute Planes and know we need to have
a reserve sitting for emergencies.
Income
Dues and subs (328 members)
31,343.00
(since paypal takes %, amounts are not even)
513.47
Royalties
700.00
Scholar support gifts
278.79
Bank interest
62,684.41
Carryover from 12/31/05
Total Income
95,519.67
Expenses
President Office (copies at conference) 56.31
VP. Office (ad in Chronicle)
375.00
Secretary Office
743.19
Treasurer Office
352.00
Conference in NY (1000 seed, plus motel)
8915.10
Travel support (NY conference)
400.00
UIUV; of Kansas (Gunn About SF)
1000.00
100.00
Bray "-\ward
Clareson Award
79.68
Pilgrinl Award
40.92
J\femorial for wife of Peter Brigg
50.00
Review and Directory
4300.00
Science Fiction Studies
5144.00
Extrapolation
5144.00
2528.00
N'r'RSF
Foundation
2731.50
880.00
JE-\
425.00
FEJ\fSPEC
622.00
Janual)' exec meeting (advanced)
Total Expenses
33,886.70
61,632.97
On hand 12/31/06
FIN.-\NCL-\L i\L-\TfERS
Dues Structure
i\fack mentioncd that both FOllndalion and FelJJ.lpecneeded to raise dleir rates. He
told both we could not do so for '07; however, rates for dlOse journals will be
raised in dle '08 dues structure. Adal!! iJ 10 gel in 101ld) IlJilh Foundation to verify
what needs to be changed. \\'e bricfly discussed the possibility of adding an
unemployed category; howcvcr, i\fack reminded us how complex the dues struc-
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ture already is (and how difficult it is to track). We agreed to continue with offering
general scholar support instead of adding an wlemployed category. \V'hile discussing benefits of membership, J\Iack mentioned dlat having dle option to get]FA
is nice; however, not many people are choosing dlat option. It was proposed to
consider replacing dle option of ]FA widl LoCliS. \Ve need to explore ilie possibility wiili dle editors of Locus and discuss how me logistics and finances might
work. Since ilie organization currendy has a surplus in savings, we decided we
definitely did not need to increase dle general dues amount.
\X1e did spend a lot of time discussing renewals. Currendy dley are based on a
calendar year and dle rhydlm we are in, especially wiili rolling membership, is
difficult to manage. \X1e are concerned iliat hard-line renewals might make me
actual number of members drop. \Ve have decided to slighdy revise dle renewal
letter and bill format widl a litde more "bite" to motivate people to renew on
time. \X1e also decided to move up dle timeline:
•
September iO-start sending out revised renewal notices
November i-send anodler round of renewal notices
•
•
November is-requested deadline
•
December i---emphasized deadline
For iliis to be ready to go in early fall, we need to pin down dle rates for all
membership options by dle Swnmer conference. TIle Secretary will need to reconstruct ilie renewal notices and dues/billing foml.
"Support a Scholar" Fund

Currendy dle "Support a Scholar" fund is only used for tra,-el support requests
and occasional membership benefits for scholars who need odler support. \\e
decided dut dle use of dlese funds needed to be more clearly defined. \\e agreed
to institute duee official programs:
•
SFRA Research Grant-for people to use to collect resources, tra,-el to archi"e
collections, etc. \\c need to organize a proposal, review, and approval process.
SFR..\ Travel Grant-Currendy people apply/ ask the president and he ap•
proves and tells dle treasurer. \Ve may need to organize a proposal, review,
and approval process in dle future.
•
SFR..\ Membership Relief-Currently scholars who can't afford memberships, especially non-Nordl "\merican/Intemational scholars, maybe apply/
ask dle president and he approves and tells the treasurer. \\e may need to
organize a proposal, review, and approval process in the future.
However, we do not want to whitde aw'ay our resources, so we will establish an
endowment line item in dle budget to pay for the three items. To get started we
will purchase a $30,000 CD, and use its interest to fund this line item. \\e also
briefly discussed how we can more aggressivel:' ad"ertise for donations to tlle
"Support a Scholar" fund, and possibly even pursue an endowment.

SFRA Tax Status
Currendy we are a not-for-profit, 7C status where dues are not deductible. (3C
status allows deducting dues.) The instihltional stahlS is in the state of Ohio for
dle next 4-S years. \\'e are currently in good standing with both the state and the
IRS. Bruce Rockwood looked into pursuing 3C stahlS and suggested it is not
wordl dle headache of all invoh-ed..-\dam is going to verih' with Bruce one last
time and dlen let sleeping dogs lie for a while.
MEMBERSHIP
SFR..\ had 328 members in 2006 ("\dam will write a letter to Peter Brigg telling
him his goal of getting a membership over 300 was met.)..\dmll's goal is to get
400 members (a number the organization was at in the mid '80s). \\'e then discussed stmldard retention procedures of renewal reminders. \\e spent a lot of
time discussing recruitment procedures, with a focus on the Brochure. \\e agreed
it needed to be updated and discussed the following types of ideas:
•
.\dd to the front that we shld,' "literahire and other media"
\Ve liked the history, maybe ~lake it more dynamic, bring 111to the present
•
(orgmlized, continue, expmlded)
•
Discuss our restruchlring of support a scholar, research grmHs iUld other
exciting changes
•
J\Iake the table of dues "ery clear

c
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exploring SF/F produced from the
third world. Possible areas of research include (but are not limited
to): the importance of SF/F in providing forums for examining third
world issues; intersections of
postcolonial theory and SF/F; analyses of third world characters in
Western SF/F (includes case studies);the imperialist tradition inWestern SF/F - this may be with special
reference to constructions of race,
gender, class, sexuality, culture, and
so on;Western SF/F that confounds
or avoids stereotypical representations of the third world; SF/F that
investigates issues specific to a particular third world country/culture;
case studies of third world SF/F authors and filmmakers; third world
adaptations/variations/parodies of
Western SF/F; SF/F traditions in third
world countries outside of the West
(i.e., pieces that illustrate a history
of SF/F outside of, and possibly predating, or concurrent with, the
emergence ofWestern SF/F); exploration of issues such as technology,
ecology, reproduction, social structures, political systems, etc. in SF/F
produced in the third world; representations of the West/first world
in SF/F produced in the third world.
SUBMISSIONS: 3500-6000 words

MLA
CONTACT: Ericka Hoagland
<ehoagland@mercyhurst.edu>
and
Reema
Sarwal
<reema.sarwarl@gmail.com>
DEADLINE: 31 July 2007

)
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WHAT: South Atlantic Modern Language Association (SAMLA)
WHEN: November 9-11,2007
WH ERE: Atlanta, Georgia
TOPICS: The Science Fiction and
Fantasy Discussion Circle invites
papers addressing the role of space
and place in works of science fiction or fantasy.The intention of this
panel is to explore some of the fantastic, other-worldly, and transfigured locations of these two genres,
in particular the political and ideological implications of creations such
as Middle Earth (Tolkien), Arrakis
(Dune), and New Caprica (Battlestar
Galactica). How do spaces motivate
conflicts in sJ. and fantasy? What attitudes towards the inhabitation and
use of space dominate? How do fictional places participate in the construction of identities such as race,
class, and gender? What new political possibilities or formations do
speculative spaces allow? Paper topics could address but are not limited to:- The politics of exploration
and colonization- Spaces outside of
capitalism and the nation-state- Utopias and dystopias- Global empires,
interplanetary federations, and postnational governments- Representations of ecological disaster and the
politics of other Natures- Visions of
the city- The home of the future, and
the future of homemaking- Conventional topoi such as the lost civilization and the post-apocalyptic wasteland- The political implications of
technologies such as space ships
and teleportation- Virtual spaces,
other-dimensional spaces
SUBMISSIONS: 300-500 word abstract and updated CV
CONTACT: Andrew Reynolds
<areynold@english.ufl.edu>
DEADLINE: May 15, 2007

(

•

Take dle rest out of after "member type," we can follow up widl dlem to get
dnt information
Lisa, dle Vice President, is charged willi revising dle brochure by the 2.007 conference in Kansas City.
Other ideas for recruitment included making officer appeals in llie Review, especially from dle President and Vice President, exchanging advertisements widl
oilier organizational publications and links on organization websites, and being
sure to print dle membership form on the back of the RetieliJ. It seems like llie
advertisement run in dle Chronicle did not have any results and was not worlli
dle cost. .-\dam is going to check willi Chrissie about any exchange agreements
we might already have. \Ve discussed more targeted recruitment strategies. First,
members should take brochures to local conventions and to other conferences
widl memberships dnt might be interested in dlem. We discussed writing personalnotes to people dlat we read an essay by that are not already members. (Lisa
is going to look into getting note cards and/or postcards printed for more casual
communication.) Y~e discussed possibly sending thank you cards to conference
presenters, maybe even all conference attendees. \Ve discussed the hard sciences
folks as a potentially neglected group and brainstormed ideas of asking scientists
to each conference to do brown bags with dlemes like "\\1lat is dle event horizon like dlese days in science?" Lisa suggested Sydney Berkowitz for 2.007. \Ve
also discussed high school teachers as a possible audience and discussed targeting
dlem at llie National Council of Teachers of English conference (Shelley may be
going in November) and build them as targeted individuals for the travel grants.
Finally, we discussed asking \Vendy Bousfield and Leslie Swagger about how to
better engage widllibrarians and archivists.
SFR.-\ PUBLIC-\TIONS
Website
The website does get random Google hilS U1al produce cOlllIllunications with
individuals outside dle organization. TIle board believes it is currendy easy to
read, easy to negotiate, and aesdletically pleasing. \Ve discussed dnt we have
multiple audiences with different needs, including members, prospective members, and possibly teachers looking for materials to help teach SF. Currently llie
site map suggests materials lliat are not present. Some ideas we discussed were
to include sample syllabi, notices of membership achievements (upcoming books
and awards), a password protected section for member materials (especially llie
membership directory), and switching all tlle "@" symbols to "<at>" so dlat
bots will not spam anyone whose email address is listed on the website. \Ve also
discussed creating a "\Vebsite Content Reviewer" position. That person would
review dle website once a mondl, solicit materials, and then provide copy and
suggestions for changes to dle webmaster. The President will contact dle
webmaster to discuss dle reviewer position and the possible changes.

Review
The board wanted to recognize Chrissie Mains andJan Bogstad for getting dle
RelieJI' out on time, especially with the constant struggle to obtain materials. \Ve
discussed various melliods for helping obtain content for the publication. We
first wanted to make sure all the current editors are still happy to serve in tllOse
positions. We wanted to discuss with the editors possibly rekindling llie .-\pproaching series, motivate members to write with the Mary Kay Bray award,
explicidy soliciting material (especially for the approaching series), possibly have a
special issue connected to dle Heinlein conference. TIle President is going to send
a message to tlle membership about acti\Tly contributing rcvicw items and news.
Listserv
\Ve discussed the fact that some pcople are having problems gctting and staying
on the listsenc \Ve also notcd tl1at there ha\'e been a fcw inappropriate messages.
\\e agreed that we did not W<lilt the list modcrator to have to slave over tlle work,
imd will ask her to moderatc just what appcar to be problcmatic postings. The
President will be sending a message via the listscrv (<lild possibly in the review)
about some of thc major Ch<lilges we decided upon, including: the shift in membcrship renewal timeline <lild the support a scholar activities (including the need to
build reserves for an endowmcnt).

)

Femspec
SFRA has given $500 of seed money to Femspec for four years, but it still appears
the journal is having troubles staying solvent. \Ve agreed we would continue to list
the journal; however, we would not provide any more subsidies. The editor asked
that the SFR../\. President contact Lexington Press about the issue that she paid for
but which, however, they are not releasing. \Ve briefly discussed that maybe dIe
journal needs a scholarly home. It also may need a reinvigorated focus.
OTHER OLD BUSINESS
\Ve want to make sure our archive at least has a dlOrough recording of materials
that we should be able to systematically check: dIe R£1iew, conference programs, etc.
The President will send a message to dIe listserv and in the ReI'lew for members to
donate materials. \X!e also need to check on ,vhat programs and issues of dIe Reden·
are already there, so we can work on making full runs.
NEW BUSINESS
We discussed dIe current membership database whidl is an extremely large .\Iicrosoft
Access database fIle. l\Iaintaining the database is tinle consuming. \X'e mentioned
that we would support the treasurer if he wanted to get a work study student to
do some of the data entry. Shelley discussed looking into altemati,-es; howe,-er,
dlis is a major shift and we will not do anydling radical in dIe near future.
NONFICTION REVIEW

Alien Constructions
Janice M. Bogstad
Melzer, Patricia. Alien COl1Stmctiol1S. S,iellce Fidion and Feminist Thollght.
.\ustin: U of Texas Press (w\\o\V.utexas.edu/utpress), 2006. Paperbound, 336 pages,
$24.95. ISBN-13: 978-0-292-71507-9
It is in many ways a pleasure to read i\Ielzer's Alien Constmctio/IJ as a
continuation and expansion on dIe dynamic interaction between dIe best of feminist dleo1)T and the best of feminist science fIction which has engaged dIe sf critical
community for almost two decades. "\dditional.ly, she reexamines works of Octavia
Buder, both those which have alread\,, received extensive critical attention like Kindred and The XeJIogellesl~r series (Lilitl/r Brood), and dlOse which have not, like SlIm1"01', a personal favorite of mine but least fa,-orite of dIe author. Yet another
pleasure is dIe careful integration of the body of post-colonial feminist theory
into dIe discussions of feminist theory and feminist science fIction. Or dIe insistence on examining global, gendered, constructions of social power through the
appropriation of the female body.
The list of sf authors, as well as sf critics, both from the larger critical
community and the sf critical community, is extensi\-e ,md fascinating, although
not surprising except for a few notable absences ..\reas of lllquiry which focus on
sexuality as performativity through androgyny and sex roles would seem to be a
reference to Nathalie ROSlllSb"s early work in this area, a.nd, in this era when
dissertations are widely available through Di.rsertafion. -J.bJfrJdJ Qnljllt and a \'ery
large body of work, beginning in 1992, has focused on Butler's \\'ork, it IS surprisi.ng dlat none of these are cited. That thiS lack is a lamentable absence in formal
critical work, due to pre\'ious inaccessibility ,md uill"eliabilitT is ne\-ertheless puzzlingin dIe work of a feminist scholar who IS also fmniliar with the early banicrs to
publishing of feminist sf Cliticism.
Ne"ertheless, i\Ielzer's work is exciting in adding the postcolonial ,md
media criticism to her explorations not only of what feminist theon' Gm contlibute to sf Cliticism but also what sf can contribute to femilllst theon'. Her exploration of bodies of power through the postcololllal in Butler's .\II17i/'01" has long
been needed mId inspired some of my early essays on Butler. Her articulations ,md
exemplifIcation of the difference between cyberfeminism (\\'hich she negati\TlY
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WHAT: Demanding the Impossible
WHO: The 3rd Australian Conference on Utopia, Dystopia, and SF
WHEN: 5-6 Dec 2007
WHERE: Monash University, Clayton
Campus, Melbourne,Australia
SPEAKERS: Tom Moylan, Lyman
Tower Sargent, Lucy Sussex.
TOPICS: In December 200 I the University ofTasmania hosted a successful conference around the theme of
Antipodean Utopias. In December
2005, Monash University hosted a
second conference, around the theme
of Imagining the Future, to mark the
long-awaited
publication
of
Archaealogies of the Future, Fredric
Jameson's full-length monograph on
utopia and science fiction.This third
conference will return to the question of how we imagine the future
and whether such imaginings remain
open to the unforeseeable. Jameson
famously concludes that utopia is 'a
meditation on the impossible, on the
unrealizable in its own right'. Hopefully, the conference will play some
small part in prompting similar such
meditations on the impossible. Its keynote speakers will be: Tom Moylan,
author of Demand the ImpOSSible and
Scraps of the Untainted Sky; Lyman
Tower Sargent, founding editor of
Utopian Studies and co-editor of The
Utopia Reader; and Lucy Sussex, author of ATour Guide in UtopiaThe conference invites papers from scholars,
writers and others interested in utopia, dystopia and science fiction.
SUBMISSIONS: 100-150 word abstract
CONTACT:
<utopias@arts.monash.edu.au>
DEADLINE: 30 Sept 2007
INFO:
http://www.arts.monash.edu.au/lcl/
conferences/utopias3/
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WHAT: H. G.Wells, Science and Philosophy
WHO:The H. G.Wells Society
WHEN: 28-29 Sept 2007
WHERE: Imperial ColiegelConway
Hall, London
TOPICS: Proposals are invited for this
year's H. G.Wells Society Annual conference.The conference will be hosted
by both Imperial College, London
(on the 28 September) and by
Conway Hall, Red Lion Square, London (on the 29 September).The first
day of the event will include a plenary lecture by the science fiction
writer, Stephen Baxter. The conference will focus on 'Wells, Science and
Philosophy'. Proposals may centre on
eitherWelis and science orWelis and
philosophy exclusively, or might examine the intersection of both science and philosophy in the author's
work. Proposals might focus on, but
are not limited to:Welis and evolutionary biology; Wells and Physics;
Wells and Darwin/Huxley;Welis and
Astronomy; Wells and Plato; Wells
and Liberalism.
SUBMISSIONS: 300 word proposals
CONTACT: Steven
McLean
<stevemclean_7_@hotmail.com
DEADLINE: June I I, 2007
WHAT: Science Fiction in British Film
and Television
WHO: 2008 Film & History Conference
WHEN: Oct 30-Nov 2, 2008
WHERE: Chicago, Illinois
TOPICS:The consistent quality of science-fiction films and television programs in Britain has won audiences
for generations, both in the UK and
around the world. One reason for
this sustained popularity lies in the
ability of British cinema and TV to
constantly reinvent the genre, keeping it socially and philosophically elastic. How, for example, has British sci-
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codes as a productive feminist theorizing) and cyborg feminism in articuIations
of the ambiguous positions of fulVen in Matl7~'\ (hopeful), Calder's Dead Girls,
and CalI in AlieJ1 ReSIII77!dioll are extremely nuanced and will provide a language for
many future critics to unpack feminist technological optimism from more realistic
reflections of its ambivalent position in unbalancing the current global status of
gendered inequalities. She notes, in establishing the theoretical difference: "Cyborg
feminism is a field within \V'estern feminist theory that focuses on identity formation, embodiment and political resistance in relation to high technology and
science."(p.23). Thus whiTe :t\·felzer is not the first to suggest that feminist theory
and sf have an interconnected relationship, or that one must look at sf theorizing
in more than the written medium when dleorizing about its social interfaces, and
is perhaps one of the first to add that post-colonial theorizing might also benefit
from the dleoretical embodiments in feminist sf, her combination of theories
and media set a standard of respect for valuing the embodiments of dleory in sf
texts.
The introduction itself is complex, setting a range of theoretical groundwork as much as it, near the end, prefaces dle organizational elements of dle text.
'TIle work is subsequendy organized into three sections: Part I: Difference, Identity, and Colonial Experience in Feminist Science Fiction focuses on Buder, especially SlIniwr alld DaIlJIl. Part II: Technologies and Gender in Science Fiction Films
explores dle cyborg identity itl Ah'ell Resllmitioll and The !.,,[atli.,\. Part III: Posdmman
Embodiment: Deviant Bodies, Desire and Feminist Politics contrasts what she
typifies as a female-cyborgian dystopia in Calder's Dead Girls widl trans- and
itltersexed-identies in Buder and Scott. Melzer thus engages with some of dle
major areas of dleol-izing current in the feminist community and dms asserts:
''\''1ule some science fiction relies on fern.itusm for its conceptualizations, femitust
theorists tend to ignore the genre as either fantastic or unsophisticated and 'nerdy'.
'TIley miss the often crucial itlsights science fiction offers itl its dialogs widl femilust theory." (p. 263). Of course, to be fair, Buder, a major focus of dus work, has
itldeed engaged critics in the fields of gender, race and identity dleory, dms giving
Melzer a wide-ranging body of critics from wluch to draw. Perhaps this is why this
one writer is so central to her entire o-itical work.
I can highly recommend this text, as much to measure historical and
subsequent works on the interrelatedness of feminist dleories and science fiction
embodiments as for its fascinating connections between bodies of feminist, postcolonial and other cultural dleorizing.
NONFICTION REVIEW

Fan Fiction and Fan Communities
Christine Mains
Hellekson, [,aren and l-..:i-istitla Busse. Fall Fiitioll alldFall CO?J1?mmitieJ ill the
Age of the Jlltemet. McFarland Press, 2006. vi + 290 pp. $35.00, trade paperback, 07864-26-1-0-3. (www.mcfarlandpub.coml-800-253-2187).
Fan fiction (particularly slash) and other fan-produced responses to media
and literary texts have generated an increasing amount of scholarly interest in
recent years, partly because of the explosion of source material enabled by the
lntemet and partly because a growing number of fans are entering academia (or, in
m;my cases, a growing number of academics are becoming comfortable identifying themseh-es as fans). For se\'eral years, the discourse has been shaped by a
handful of works, including Henry.Jenkins' Te.'-:tllal PoadJen (1992) and Camille
l3acon-Smith's EllteiPliJillg IFolllell (1992). l3ut recently, a number of books and
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articles have appeared tint move tile discussion in different directions. One 0
d10se books is Fan Fiction alld Fall Commllllities ill the Age of the Illtemet (2006), a
collection of essays edited by Karen Hellekson and Kristina Busse. In tile preface
to d1e volume, d1e editors announce tlwir intention to place tlleir work "at tile
intersection of tile fannish community and academic discourses on fan culture"
(1), encouraging d1eir contributors to take an autoetl1l10graphical approach tllat
would make use of tlleir fandom experiences. The result is a fascinating collection
of essays taking a variety of approaches to a variety of fan productions.
In tile introduction, d1e editors provide definitions of terms current in
fan discourse and used repeatedly tl1roughout tile essays, and pro"ide a brief
overview of fandom on tile Internet and of tile history of fan studies. They
include a comprehensive and useful bibliography of critical works for further
reading. Following tile editors' introductory remarks, contributor Francesca Coppa
provides a brief history of media fandom, in a chronological introduction to
several of tile works d1at commonly inspire fan response and are discussed in the
essays. The essays d1emselves are divided into four sections.
The essays in part 1 place fan fiction in tile context of otller genres, exploring possible ways to define fan fiction by examining its relationship to botll tile
media source texts and to otller types of literature. In ""\rchontic Literature: .\
Definition, a History, and Several Theories of Fan Fiction," .-\bigail Derecho proposes replacing current definitions of fan fiction as derivative or appropriative
literature witll a new definition, archontic literature, derived from Derrida's discussion of d1e archive, a body of work "ever expanding and never completely closed"
(61). Derecho explains tllat tile archive of an archontic text includes not only the
source text (in media fandom, tile television series itself) but also all texts related
to it (sequels, prequels and spin-offs, tie-in novels, fan-produced work). Derecho
goes on to explore archontic literature from tile seventeentll century on, making a
strong case that, at least in tetIDS of literary production, fan fiction should be
considered a similar form of storytelling as, for instance, tile Jane Eyre archi,-e
which includes Jean Rhys's IVide Sargasso Sea and other ,vorks inspired by the
original novel. Catherine Driscoll's "One True Pairing" looks at the links between
pomography (usually considered a masculine interest), romance novels (described
by some critics as "women's pornography" [80]), and sexually explicit fan fiction,
including tile much-studied slash fiction. Slash, defined by the editors as stories
focused on a same-sex relationship (predominantly between two male characters
such as I...:irk and Spock, to fall back on the most-used example), is also the subject
of Elizabetll \'('oledge's essay "Intimatopia." \\'oledge narrows her interests to
works of slash fiction that deal with male intimacy, noting that the same subject
matter appears 111 published works by authors such as i\fary Renault. 11lis section
does an admirable job of drawing connections behveen the fiction produced b,"
fans on tile Internet and the fiction produced bv profeSSIOnal authors.
Part 2, subtitled Fan Fiction as Literature, includes essm"s that focus on
close textual analysis rather than the more usual sociolOgical approach. In "The
Toy Soldiers from Leeds" i\fafalda Stasi uses the metaphor of the palimpsest in
place of the usual pri"ileging of source text o\"(r EU1l11sh interpretations of the
source, noting the intertextuality of fan fiction and the communal nature of its
production. Stasi also argues that fan fiction, as a genre, "P0111ts back to techniques more commonly used in poetn", or in genres such as folkt;tles or m\"thological cycles" such as symbolism or the mediev;tl allegoric:tl code (122-3). Debontll
Kaplan's essay explores character construction in fan fiction, and Ika \,(·illis. 111
"Keeping Promises to Queer Children," looks at positive uses of the muchmaligned Mary Sue character in relation to Eve I"'::osofskv SedgwlCk's model of
queer reading, seeing the writing of EU1 fiction as a means of "reSIS tling] the docile
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ence fiction adapted to changes in
the political and social climate or affected national policy or civic character? How have SF films and television programs represented Britain's
concerns about the present or future
or about the use and perception of
history? What makes science fiction
film and television in Britain distinctively "British"? This area treats the
last century of science fiction productions, from Maurice Elvey's The Tunnel
(1935) and William Cameron
Menzies' Things to Come (1936) to the
landmark TV productions The
Quatermass Experiment (1953), 1984
(1954), A for Andromeda (1961), and
the latest Doctor Who. Presentations
may feature analyses of individual films
and/orTV programs, surveys of documents related to their production,
analyses of history and culture as
explored through a set of filmslTV
programs, or comparisons between
two or more science-fiction productions. Paper topics might include utopian and dystopian films/TV programs, future warfare, censorship, representation of non-human life forms,
politics, the Cold War, science-fiction
after 9/ I I, ethics and morals, representations of science and scientists,
myths and legends, terrorism, early
science fiction, adaptations, comedy,
government and institutions,
disasters, environment, gender,
ethnicity, race, class, etc.
SUBMISSIONS: 200-word proposal
CONTACT: Tobias Hochscherf
<tobias.hochscherf@unn.ac.uk>
DEADLINE: November 1,2007
INFO:www.filmandhistory.org
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intertext, the continuity which would keep meanings in line" (168, emphasis hers).
In keeping with the editors' desire to bring together the fannish and academic selves of their contributors, \Villis uses
her own fan fiction stories as objects of analysis. In Part 3, a section focusing particularly on the community of readers and
writers of fan fiction, a collaborative essay by Eden Lackner, Barbara Lynn Lucas, and Robin .\nne Reid does something
similar. "Cunning Linguists" explores the process of creation of a particular work ofRPS, or Real Person Slash, as it evolved
(and is still evolving) as a dialogue between two of the authors (in chat, on Livejournal, and in person) and, more broadly, as
a conversation in which their online readers participated. TIle result is a fascinating peek into a creative process shaped in part
by new communication technology, as well as a convincing argument against the over-simplifying approaches to slash as
produced by "straigbt IIJOlllen JJIJ7tinggqy men" (194, emphasis original). Other essays in tllis section include Angelina Karpovich's
look at tile role of beta readers - similar to but not, as Karpovich demonstrates, the same as, literary editors, and I<:ristina
Busse's "My Life is a \v1P on my iT wllich focuses on tile performance of queerness by tile coffilnwlity of fan fiction writers
and readers as a form of play and play-acting not tllat different from tile RPS stories tllat they write. Busse argues tint
recognizing the performative aspects of "reality" points up tile false dichotomy between reality and fantasy, between fan
fiction about fictional characters and tint about real-life celebrities, between online interaction and face-to-face interaction.
Part 4, titled Medium and Message, deals more extensively with the issue of performance, acknowledging not only tile
exis tence of other forms of fan production aside from fan fiction, but also aspects of performativity unde'rlying textual fan
fiction. Francesca Coppa's "\Vriting Bodies in Space" proposes that fan fiction be considered in tile light of performance
tlleory ratller than, or at least in addition to, literary or sociological tlleol)" Coppa believes tllat such an analysis helps to explain
some of the generic features of fan fiction derided as flaws by mainstream critics, such as its focus on tile physical bodies of
tile actors and its repetitive nature; after all, she observes, "in theatre, tllere's a value to revising tile sanle text in order to
explore different aspects and play out different behavioral scripts" (236). The final two essays in tile book look at different
types of fan production. Louisa Ellen Stein's "'This Dratted Thing': Fannish Storytelling tl1rough New Media" explores tile
"new modes of storytelling" enabled by technology, such as blog-based role playing games, and tile kinds of narratives tllat
can be created using the game Tbe Sims. And in "From Shooting l\Ionsters to Shooting Movies," Robert Jones looks at
macbinima, "fan-created manipulations of video game images" (31) usually tile work of male fans, in tile light of theories of
media fandom, generally tile province of female fans.
:\.11 in all, tllis anthology is a useful and tllOught-provoking addition to tile library of any scholar interested not only
in media studies or fandom studies, but also in tile practices of stol)'telling as it is shaped by tile episodic nature of sequels
and television series, by the world-building concerns of science fiction, by ever-changing teclUlological capabilities. Fan fiction
and fandom culture is an area of growing academic interest, and a site where our students are already working and playing.
Hellekson and Busse's book was tile first one I put on my syllabus for my upcoming course on Fan Cultures and tile Internet,
and I highly recommend it.
NONFICTION REVIEW

Alien Theory
Ed Higgins
Patricia l\Ionk, Alien Tbeol]: Tbe Alien as Ard;efJpe in tbe Science FictiolJ SbOl1 StOI]. Lanham, Maryland: The Scarecrow
Press, Inc. (www.scarecrowpress.com).2006. Paperbound, 424 pages, $49.95. ISBN: 0810857464.
Patricia Monk's wide-ranging, intelligent, well-documented, and interesting study readily serves as an exemplary bit of
scholarship and literary criticism in handling a very large and extensive sf topic. From tile considerable merits of Alien TbeOJ]
one hopes Dr. l\Ionk's recent retirement from Dalhouse lhliversity classroom and otller duties means there is more scholarly
work yet to come, especially with a focus on sf. But lest I gush overly much in Professor Monk's direction, I do have some
complaints later inm!' review.
Di\"ided into SC\Tn chaptcrs under the three topic scctions of "Conceiving the .\lien," "\Vriting the "\lien," and
"Reading the .\lien," i\[onk mO\TS through both an extcnsi\"C thcory-related o\"Crview and a literary-folklore tracing of the
.\Iien as archetype underp1l1ning her own esscntiallyJungian approach. Initially, she traces the history of the Other in folklore
,md ma1l1streamliterahlre gcnera]]!", then moves to explore various concephlal frameworks in sf texts offering archetypes of
alicn alterity. I ler final section examines and applies scvcral typologies of characterization used in sf stories for tlleir various
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science-fictional purposes and effects.
l\fonk's title is somewhat misleading, indicating a more narrow focus tllan her study actually offers. \\hile her primary
concem is mainly Witll tile alien in short fiction, her Preface itself expands tllis focus: "TIle discussion deals only with written
science fiction, concentrating on me shorter texts (short stories, nm'ellas, and novelettes), altllOugh some nm'els will be
mentioned in passing" (ix) . .-1..nd indeed novelists such as Le Guin, Benford, Gibson, Brin, and Poul .-\nderson, along Witll
otllers, are given significant attention, or at least passing application.
But Monk's concentration remains on the short story treatments of the .-\lien/Otller, \vith her declared attempt to
demonstrate how tlleoretically and practically storytellers present plausible, credibly constituted aliens. She explores story
constructs which in tlleir tum serve as ardletypes/tropes of intelligence and sentience reflecting both the "Otller-strangeness"
and tile mirrored pervasiveness of humanness that attracts (or in some cases repels) us in sf storied forms.
Readily conceding me obvious popUlarity of the alien as one of tile most popular tropes in science fiction, :,[onk
exanunes several ways in which tlus trope functions to encode meaningwitllin gi\'en story texts. \\1lile she is certainly not new
to such observations, she points to various ways in which fear of the Otller as an effectiw plot device can also de\'oh'e into a
moral trope as "a mirror presenting ways of recogIuzing inherent and important trutll about humans." .-\nd as such, she
asserts, alien alterity provides sf with various kinds of didactic elements relating to tile unknown. Here she draws on feminist
tile0 1)' and readings of sf as "sigIlificantly shifted from tile old androcentric encodings toward tile new feminist encodings"
since "botll in metaphor and beyond mere metaphor, woman(self) infoons all narratiws of the .-\lien in feminist science
fiction" UO).
Monk is especially interested in the different types of alien portrayals which she examines under the temlS "humanoids, berns, little green men, and potentiated aliens," and how they ha\-e infonned tile idea of the alien in sCIence fiction, as \\'ell
as how such imaginative characters present forms of "OtherSel£ness or alterity." I found tllis one of tile more interesting
dlapters in her study. Despite the varying quality of sf writers' use of tllese techniques of characterization, "'[onk, after
examining quite a number of pulp magazine published stories-and e\'en in some cases, fum \',mations--concludes, "'i'et,
for all tile creations of tile Otller or tile OtherSelf, regardless of tile quality of their conception or literary modeling, the
question of why such creations should be presented must still be answered" (260). The answer for "'[onk lies in the trope's
complexity and pervasiveness as viewed through the lens of .lung's general theory of ardletypes..-\nd that lens, of course, is
what l\[onk, I believe convincingly, holds up for us to peer through as tile raison d'etre of her entire study. This seems both
tile main strengtll as well as sometimes limiting weakness of her arguments conceming the .-\lien/Other.
So, beyond mostly gushing and my owrall famrable impression of her interesting study, I do have n\'o l1lggling
complaints. l\[onk's introductory, heavil~' theoretical chapter overuses a frequently opaque, acadenuc, ,md arcme language of
Jungian analytical pSyd1010gical tlleory. Such phrases and repeated terms as "alterity," "allomorphic," ".(opholl!," "problematized,"
"cognitive estrangement," "l/ece.f.faJJ' al!elil)'," "<"O!I.I"C!I.I"!lu! /DPo!he.fi.f," "idiopathogenic," "the numinous archen'pe is potentiated," "tile potentiated alien," "proleptic acti\'ity of imagining the Self in the Other," "psychological substrate," etc., are in
warehouse abundance ..-\fter a while 1 found myself rolling my e\'es at tllis owrload, especialh' \\·hen the jacket blurb declared
the book to be "of interest to academics ,md shldents as well as general readers." I don't know \\·hat general readers might
wade through such dense prose but e\-cn shldents, I suspect, \\"ould ha\'e to be on ;m ad\',mced graduate In"el..-\s \\"ell, I
suspect, most academics' patience with the psycho-jargon \\·ill wane..-\Iso, I did sometimes find her repeating herself in too
frequent precis of what had already been set forth in earlier chapters or sections. This, too, seemed O\Trdone, so that a qui te
longish four-hundred nventy-four pages could 11;I\"e been trimmed bv one-tllird, at least. But perhaps tllis is an unfair quibble
given tile considerable range of Monk's topic; or maybe reflects just my own time constnunts wishing for a quicker read. Still,
less would have been more for this reader.
Finally, a considerably detailed and, I think, particularly useful bibliograph\" of -t(, pages attends \[onk's sh,dy (along
Witll copious, infoonati\'e notes ending each chapter). Of particular interest is her thorough scouring of pulp magaz111e
articles, interviews, editorials, fiction pieces, etc. that cOI1\Tl1lenth·locate otherwise difficult material to track down. Others 111
tllis sf study area will be saved notable time and much spade-work here, I'm sure.
\\11ile reading A!im Them)' I couldn't help th111king of l"':'ingslev .-\mls's groundbre;lking ,\'CII' .\1,1'.( oj HeI! (1960) in
which .-\mis opens by poetically obsen'ing:
\\ 11;1t makes us ro\'e tha t star Ii t corndor
l\[ay be the impulse to meet face to face
Our \'ice and folly shaped into a thing,
.-\nd so at last ourseh-es....
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Monk, as is to be expected, quotes Anus a number of times-although not from the poem which gives Amis's book
its titIe. But I believe her study similarly brings us very much in scholarly critical fasluon face to face witIl tIle vice/ folly ofwhat
is a major shaping of tIleory and explication for tIle alien in sf storytelling. I for one have found much here tIlat translates into
useful classroom material for teaching my own sf course-now if only I can find a way past that more arcane psycho-jargon
for my students.
NONFICTION REVIEW

Caped Crusaders 101
Van Norris
Jeffrey Kallatl atld Stanley Stewart. Caped Cmsaders 101: Compositioll Through Comic Books. Jefferson, NC: MacFarland
(www.mefarlatldpuhcom), 2006. Paperbound, 208 pages, $35.00. ISBN 978-0-7864-2532-7.
In the ratIler sparse field of credible acadenuc study on superhero narratives tIus concise, affordable volume byJeffrey
Kahatl atld Statlley Stewart proves to be a very welcome addition. Graced by a pastiche Gil Kane cover, tIus rationalisation of
mainstream comic books via a ratlge of elevated acadenuc tIleories appears as much geared towards validating the subject
matter as providing an undergraduate window into areas of literature, Ius tory, psychology atld philosophy.
In this context I'd recommend tIus tome be used witIl Coogan's excellent Superhero: Oligills of a Gmre (2006) as a
compatlion piece. BOtIl enrich a discipline defined by a paucity of solid analysis tIlat eitIler falls into form-focused metIlOdologies (as embodied within Carrier's philosophical/ art-based Tbe Aesthetics of Comics atld i\feCloud's Ullderstalldillg Comics: The
11ll7~\ib!e A 11) or simplistic list-style reference works. Kal1atl atld Stewart (rightIy) assert tIlat for many students text/narrativefocused work appears to connect most effectively atld often facilitates an entry point to allow undergrads to access tIle more
esotcric and abstract issues alluded to explicitIy atld implicitIy witIlin tIle prose. "\s a part of tIlis exploration of comic
narratives the spread of pertinent literary/socio/psychological/lustorical/cultural paradigms presented here also serves as a
useful and all-importatlt cultural ground map for students, one that helpfully encapsulates atld 'fences off' somewhat overfamiliar topics within undergraduate comic research and notably suggests possible appropriate avenues for further exploration. Themes such as Corporate Respollsibi!i0!, The P,isOIl S)'stem, Homosexual Idmti0', 9/11 and DemocraC]' are all illustrated with
a ratlge of key heroic narratives from a variety of comic lustories atld backed by a solid rationale. Selected pages of contextual
artwork are reproduced throughout which also go towards cementing tIle links between mature investigation and textual/
primary work.
For me some of the positive alld negative aspects of tIle book are exemplified atld summarised by tIle discussion of
problematic racial representations of Black characters within i\Iarvel comics atld the obvious correlation between Luke Cage,
BLn>ploitation atld broader socio/political issues that are outlined here. W1ule tIle chapter seems to skip atlY rcal deconstruction
of the stereotypes proffered it does at least supply a hatldy counterpoint to COOgatl'S exhaustive assessment of tIlis character,
whcre 'genre' is (Iuite rightly given credence as a crucial factor in evaluation.
It is here also that the recurrent, rather scattershot approach to 'overview' dominates atld overrides too often a more
focused approach to individual atlalysis. This is married to a prose tIlat, (as tlle writers tllemselves admit), in attempting to
match the \'ita.lity of the comic books lmder study often sacrifices clarity for a good line or tIlrowaway gag: In laying out a model
for academic writing practice, then offering as model for Liberalism, "Cap (Amelica) scettJsfille IIJalkillg dOl1J1l a street that hasfalafel
IJllfi dim slim... "simply plays into undesired review-like registers of writing.
It is also apparent that the autllOrs seem less happy when marrying geo-political context as the list of slightIy clumsy
,malogies that are found throughout the less successful The Comic Books, Cold IPun {lIId Deser/ S/ontJJ chapter demonstrates.
'TIle positing of Dr. Doom as a "moral equi\'alent" of Saddanl Hussein occasionally veers into the puerile atld lughlights
when this methodology Catl backfire. Conversely their musings on morality, (meat atld potatoes withlll superhero atlalysis
surely) supersedes m,U1y pre\-ious efforts in this field such as the rather disconnected, patchy 1'..1o1'Os atld Morris 2005 collection, c)lIperheroeJ aJld Philosophy - Tmth, .Jlls/ice aJld the Soml/ic Irq)'. .\t least here the sense of attachment to tlle COnllC medium
is transmitted with clarity ,md they ncgotiate smartly through f;uniliar territory as covered by the likcs of Fingerotll in SlrjJCI7tJall
Oil/he COllch (200-1), which sees the book succeed well WIthin in its stated panU1lctcrs.
To conclude I ha\T to say the basic concept of the 'thinking, debating, writing' tasks posed at the end of each chapter
does go towards reinforcing the open-ended nature of the analytical process but pcrhaps falters when removed from the
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context of a stated pedagogical framework. To be fair, expecting students to debate DodoI' Strange's conception of God in their
own time with a local, QlOpefully very patient) clergyman smacks of utopianism. Despite these minor reservations Caped
Crusade1:rreally should be among next semester's cited key sources as a highly recommended, valuable contribution.
NONFICTION REVIEW

Superman on ihe Couch
Brett Chandler Patterson
Fingeroth, Danny. Sliperman 011 the COllch: IVhat Sliperheroes Real!y Tell Us abollt Om:relres and Ollr SodelJ'. Continuum,
New York, New York, 2004. Paperbowld, 192 pages, $21.95. ISB~ 0-8264-1540-7.
A growing number of books each year analyze popular culture, from films to video games to other images in the
media. The wide-scale success of a number of films in the last decade based upon comic book characters has brought attention
to the much neglected genre. Of the series of academic books that I have seen addressing comic books, and the superhero
genre in particular, Fingeroth's work is one of the best. Fingeroth, lecturer at Ne,v York ll ni,-ersity, editor of IFiite ""-011'.'
magazine, and past directing editor of Marvel's Spider-man line, is em111entl:' qualified to comment on the topic. His style is
effective and subtly profound and should appeal to those who are not, as well as to tllOse who are, familiar Witll tlle world of
comic books. In ten chapters Fingeroth lays out his reasons why we should gi,-e superheroes our attention..\fter giving us a
sense of tlle origins of this genre 111 tlle t\ventietll centur:', Fingeroth goes on to analyze tlle common appearance of dual
identities, tlle preponderance of orphaned heroes, tlle portrayal of .-\mazonian women, ,-isions of family life in these stra.nge
scenarios, stories of anger and re,-enge, tlle genre's appeal to adolescents, and the changing presentations of "illains over the
years. Fingerotll's study is not esoteric, an internal discussion among comic books fans; he uses these iconic characters to
comment on our society and on the human condition..-\s Stan Lee remarks 111 the book's foreword, ''The conclusions
[Fingerotll] reaches will both surprise and fascinate you as he colorfully demonstrates tllat superhero writers and artists, like all
creative people in every medium, have always, with surprising accuracy, reflected our sOCIety and the times \\'e li"e in" (10).
Fingerotll begins by defining a superhero as someone with character, a system of positin ,-alues, and a detemlination to protect tllOse values through certain superhuman abilities. Noting that this list couId also apply to ,-illains, he advllilCes
fue definition by including that the superhero must "represent the \'alues of the societ\' tlut produces him"; he knows what
tlle "right thing" is llild does it (17). Here he explores whether it is healthy for our society to be preoccupied '\'ith tllese
archetypal heroes: are these stories mere escapist pulp? Here, of course, Fingcroth mentions the infllillouS pS:'cluatrist Frederic
\Vertham, who in the 1950s adllilllliltIy criticized comic books, including superhero stories, for ,-iolence, racism, llild sexism,
llild pushed for censorship. HO\ve'Tr, he goes on to sa\' tlut there is not much llilal\'sis in our socier:' today about the effects
of tllese stories. It is importllilt that we do so because societies, fllinilies, llild individuals find themseh-es shaped b:' the myths
that they tell repeatedly.
"-\lthough heroic fiction goes back for cenhuies, Fingeroth focuses his attention on early t\\"Cntieth-cenhm' pulp
writing. 1896 saw the first comic strip run in a newspaper ("The Yellow l...:.id") and the first pulp magazine (The ,'11:goD). The
two media would not meet until 1929. In these early years, se\Tral characters appeared: the ShadO\\" Doc S<l\'age, the Lone
Ranger, Zarro, Tarzllil, Buck Rogers, 'Uld Cona.n the Barbariml. Fingeroth notes that these characters evoked across the media
(pulps, movies, and radio) 111 a similar way to the folk and western heroes of previous generations (paul Bunyan,John I-Iel1r\',
Buffalo Bill Cody, etc.), but the grO\\'th of mass media created a '\"Ider audience. Supermml appeared in 193R: then Batman 111
1939. The superheroes would also bridge into radio and film - the cross-media presence stretches from thClr OligillS to the
present.
From this point, Fingeroth then hlms to his partialh' ps\'ChologtClI, partialh'literarv anah'sis of se\'eral important
tllemes in superhero stones. He dr<l\\'S importmlt connectiollS from the stones to statements about ,\melican societ\' and the
hwnllil condition. He begins with the common device of dual identit\·; dCI\\"Ing first on ,ulCient stoties abou t concealing one's
identir:' (Jacob, Odysseus, etc.), he focuses on the Scarlet Pimpernel and Zona in the pulp magazines and then hlrns to
Supermllil. He connects the Jewish immigcUlt expelicnce of Superman's creators Siegel ,Uld Shuster to the desire to construct
one's own idcntir:' in U. S. socIety. The appeal to readers is that they can fantaSIze that they arc marc th:Ul thC\' appear to be ("if
they only knew tlle truth about me ... "). The dualir:' raises questions about Identit\,: who arc \\'e - the person \\'e hide or the
person we pretend to be? Stan Lee's Fantastic Four 111 the early 1960s \Hmld be the first sigl11ficant challenge to tillS dualit\': tIllS
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superhero team would be public.
Fingeroth then observes that many superheroes are orphans - certainly notable heroes like Superman, Batman, and
Spider-man. TIle trauma of dle loss of their parents feeds dleir quest to make dle world right. Fingerodl claims iliat dlese
stories feed into the wish ful@lment, when we feel that we are alone, most often in adolescence (cut off from our parents as well
as our peers), dut dlere is some payback against those who have hurt us. The idea also feeds into dle .\merican myiliology: 'We
fight our own batdes, make our own rules, defy those who would destroy us. \Ve are alone to succeed or fail, to triumph or
succumb. \Ve make our own destinies" (71). But dle orphan myth also brings guilt; Batman and Spider-man are haunted by
visions of how they could have saved dleir loved ones.
Fingerodl's study illuminates dle sexism in previous generations, but locates a modern turn that presents a number
of strong women as heroines - from Buffy dle Vampire Slayer to Lara Croft, Tomb Raider. The one heroine that goes back to
the early days of comic books, dlOugh, is Wonder Woman. Fingerodl carefully highlights dle differences in her origin story,
created by the infamous psychologist William Marston - observing that her story lacks dle "visceral quality" of dle origins of
Superman and Batman, that she is not as interesting a character as Buffy. Fingerodllists dle number of spin-off heroes (Batgirl,
Spiderwoman, etc.), noting dlat it would take some time before women characters would develop some independence - but
many of these, like Jean Grey who became Dark Phoenix, or Sue Storm who became Malice, often flirted widl dle "bad girl"
image. Fingerodl holds out hope dlat our generation is putting out more complex heroines.
Fingerodl further analyzes the family of dle Fantastic Four and dle family quality of the Justice League and dle Xmen (as we escape family life, we often find ourselves attempting to recreate it; "when you are a freak, you need a family of
freaks" (107», the expressions of anger in dle Hulk and \Volverine (dle lashing out of a berserker rage and dle cadurtic
channeling of readers' anger), the number of teen heroes from Spider-man to Robin (Stan Lee largely broke dle side-kick
mentality and gave adolescence more substance in several of his creations.), and dle changing presentation of villains (and dle
values reinforced and challenged by their appearance in dlese stories). A number of more recent comics, from lJ/'atdJmen to
POII'err, have questioned vigilante justice, but dle vast majority of dle populace still envisions heroes and villains in opposition
to each other - with tlle common assumption dut dle universe which tlley inhabit will in tlle end validate tlle hero and punish
the villain. The hero's values reflect the society's values. Fingerodl concludes that superhero myths have so in@trated .\merican
society that it is difficult to avoid dlem. These myths are "metaphor systems" dut appeal to many. \Ve seem to be living in an
age of their popularity (like the 1940s), but dlis age is more in film and video games than in tlle shrinking comic book market.
\Vhatever the medium, though, Fingerotll argues tlut "superheroes as metaphors and icons are here to stay" (171).
NONFICTION REVIEW

,.hree Books on Fan-casy by Jared Lobdell
Bruce A. Beatie
Lobdell,Jared. The RiJe of To/kieniall Fallta.ry. Chicago/La Salle, IL: Open Court, 2005.
Paperbound, xvi + 188 pp. $21.95. ISBN 0-8126-9458-9.
Lobdell, Jared. The SdeJltifictioll Nore!.r of C. S. LelliJ. Space alld Time ill the RallJom StO/ieJ.
Jefferson, NC: i\fcrarland & Company (www.mcfarlandpub.com). 2004. Paperbound, x + 194 pp. $35.00. ISBN 0786-1-1824-9.
Lobdell, Jared. The IVorld of the RillgJ. Lallgllage, Religioll, alld Adrentllre ill To/kien. Chicago/La Salle, IL: Open Court,
2005. Paperbound, xvi + 188 pp. $22.95. ISBN 0-8126-9569-0. (Revised ed. of Ellg/alld alldAiJ}JtJ)'J: To/kieJls lJ70rld of the RillgJ,
1981.)
Bctwccn 2003 and 2005 Jarcd Lobdell, whose record of published work on Tolkicn datcs back to 1972, published
four slim volumcs of criticism centcred, to judge from their titles, on Tolkien and his circle. TIle earliest of these, A To/kim
CO/llpa.rJ (2nd cd., Chicago, IL: Opcn Court, 2003, orig. 1975), is a volume of critical essays by other hands, mostly conference
papcrs, that I,obdcll edited; since only his "Introduction" has been reVIsed and a "Postscript" added, I will not comment on
it hcrc (though it is thc only one of the four focused solely on Tolkien's work). The publication of four books, two of them
ncw editions of carlier publications, by a single author witllin three years was doubtless enabled by the success of Peter
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Jackson's ftlms. But the tluee books to be discussed here are closely interrelated, to the point that they constitute a virtual trilogy
of critical study, and so merit discussion together.
Though Tbe N'se 0/ Tolkimiall FalltaS)' 0lereafter Rise) was published a year after Tbe Scimri{zctioll NOl'els 0/ c. S. LeniJ
0lereafter Lewis), its chapters consist mostly of conference papers written or delivered benveen 1983 and 1993; as the earlier
work both in terms of its writing and its content, and because it is referred to frequently in Lewis, I propose to discuss it first.
Tbe World 0/ tbe N'lIgS Olereafter If/or/d) , published the same year as Rise but consisting mostIy of work first written in 1979. IS
in its origins tile "earliest" of tile tIuee; but for reasons tIlat will, I hope, become apparent, it forms part tIuee of tile "trilogy."
I
TIle first chapter of Nse, "Far from tile Madding Critics" (1-20), is new, written "at tile suggestion--Dr should I sa\'
command?--Df my friend Mack Hassler" who felt the original six chapters (2-7) were "riding madly off in all directions, mld
worse, ... tile horseman doing tile riding was headless." ("Preface," xiii) In it Lobdell argues that "tile stremn of Tolkieniml
fantasy begins in tile medieval hills" (2), specificalIy witIl Langland's Piers Plowmall and Bunyan's Pilglim:, Progress, mld the
"stream" metaphor will proyide a rhetorical (tIlOugh hardly a substmltial) structure linking the succeeding chapters. His goal is
to support the thesis tIlat "Tolkien set out to write an adventure story in the Edwardian mode" (19-the title of tlle first
chapter of IVorM, deliyered as a conference paper in 1976).
Chapters 2-7 seem to have been substantialIy revised from tlleir conference fOl1n: lengthened, the "stream" metaphor
added, references to pre,'ious and subsequent chapters included, as welJ as to Ns'e mld Lenis. "Children of .\Iona: '.\IytIlOlog.:"
and Things Celtic" (21--+0, delivered in 1987) follows tile stream of Celtic reyi"al begun WitIl Rowlmld's 1723 MOlla Allriqllu
Restomta tllat tlows through Blake and .\forris. The "Lear" of tlle next chapter, "Children of Lear: Breaking and Remaking
Reality (41-59, deli"ered in 1992), is not Shakespeare's king but tile 19t1l-century Ed'\'ard, whose nonsense yerse is representative of a separate stremn.TIle fourtIl chapter, "Pilgrinlage to the NortI1\yard: .-\d,'enturers .-\li" (61-80. deliwred in 1992). uses
tile novels of Scott mld Buchml, and S. R.Crockett's Tbe Bla,k DOlzglm, to introduce tile theme of pilgl~mage: with pastoral,
discussed in the second and especially the tllird chapters, one of the n\-o main generic motifs Lobdell argues as cen tral to the
Tolkienian stream.
Lobdell's discussion of the stremn invoiYing humor mld the fantastic ("Blacks tick, PriglO, and 'IT': Comic and
Fantastic," 81-98; deliyered 111 1987) depends heavily on Bakhtin's "distinction benyeen the culture of order ,md tile culhlre of
carnival" (98) mld focuses on Thackeray's Tbe NJJe ulld rbe Rilzg and the novels of ,-\ndrew Lang mld Edith Nesbit-the latter
autllOr's Bastable stories were acknowledged by C S. Lewis as a model for the Narnia books. The sixth chapter is cn'pticalh'
entitled "I-.:aIeyard Gospel ,U1d Kaleyard Gothick: George .\IacDonald," (99-118: it "combines parts of se,'eml of the other
[chapters]," XlY) and is the only one concentrating on a single author; the obscure teml "kale\"ard" (\dlich Lobdell assumes his
readers know) refers, according to the OED, to "a group of late 19:J'-centun' fiction writers, inciudingJ .\1. Barrie, '\'ho described
local town life in Scotlmld in a romantic ,-ein ,md "'itIl much use of tlle ,-ernacular. I"ale"ard
in Scots means literalh,. 'kitchen
.
garden.'"
TIle title of the se,'en th chapter, "Et in .\rcadia Frodo" (119-1-+0, 'Hitten for conferences in 1993-199-+, but not
delivered), leads one to expect, finally, some direct discussion of "Tolkieni,U1 f,U1tasy," but in fact it concerns "the distinction
between "-\rcad:' [the world of the childJ and Olympus [the "'orld of adults]" (119) in Grah,U11e, l...:ipling, and I Ienn'. ,-\nd 111
tlle final chapter, '~-\ Scent of Old-\'\'orld Roses: Tolkien ,U1d 'Fant,m'''' (1-+1-165. 'Hitten for this yolume). Lobdell leaps oyer
Tolkien's work to consider an example of the fantas" genre '\'hich Ole argues in passing) Tolkien's Lord of rbe Nlzg.lestablished:
Stephen I--:ing's Durk Tower series. The appendix, "Sequels in the Ed,,';udi,U1 .\Iode: .-\ Problem 111 Calquing" (167-175.
delivered in 1983 and presented here as "prepared for publication 111 198-+" [x,'J-but not published. according to the .\IL \
bibliography), uses Tom Shippe,"s notion of calqu111g to discuss, oddh', ,d1\' Tbe Siblul7lliol/ ,U1d l·IIjlIll~ ..bed "ide.l fail as selJllck
it concludes with comments on the I-larry Potter sel~es.
Lobdell's sn'le is often m1l10ying. The frequent addresses to the reader, especialh' in chapters 2-7, ma\" be relics of thor
origin as conference papers, but the equally frequent rhet01~cal questions mld parenthetical reseryations about points just made
would, I think, haye been as irritating to a listening audience as the\" are to tlllS reader. 111e book is not especialh' well edited: I
found a number of n'pos ,U1d eyen grmlunatical errors (most egregioush', "tlm\"ll" as a past participle of "tlO\,"-,' 150).
111e book is, howeyer, full of fascinating, If often idios"ncratic, comments on English Ii terature of the 1()' and 21)'
centuries, ,U1d demonstrates Lobdell's great breadth of knowledge about this literahlre. l'nfortunateh', the "stream" met<!phor, the new initial and final chapters, ,U1d the intemal cross-rcferenc111gdo little to resoh-e the problem .\lack Hassler found
with the O1~ginalmanuscript, Lobdell himself notes that "m:' approach is (to usc the kindest 'nml) O\'Cr-eclcctic. I haye used
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Mikhail Bakhtin, Northrop Frye, Thomas Shippey and the idea of the calqlle, C. S. Lewis, Tolkien himself, Nikolaus Pevsner,
historians of popular culture, practitioners like Buchan and Stevenson, Old Uncle Tom Cobbleigh and all. But that is what
is to be expected," he continues, "if one is confronting a phenomenon outside the bounds of criticism and literary history
as we know them." (7) But dIe 1649 articles on Tolkien listed by Judidl Johnson duough 1984 R. R. Tolkim: Six Decades
0/ Cn/idsm, 1986) do not seem to justify considering "dIe Tolkien phenomenon" (see my 1967 article in dIe JOllrnalo/ Popular
ClIlture) as outside dlOse bounds. Lobdell's argument in Rise, to dIe extent that one can pull it from his eddying streams, is
not convincing, at least to me; but his comments along dIe way gave me much to dlink about dlat had not occurred to me
before, and that is a valuable contribution.
II
Lobdell's "revival" (1) of the term "scientifiction" in the tide of Lewis (dlOugh only there: duoughout dIe book he
returns to dIe more current term "science fiction'') is appropriate because, as we shall see, dlere is litde in his analysis that
touches on what members of the Science Fiction Research :\ssociation would consider pertinent to dIe current term (though
I must add dlat two of dIe chapters did appear in earlier forms in Extrapolatioll).
In his "Preface" (1-6), Lobdell notes dlat he has "finally finished writing" the book "after more dlaIl dlirty years"
(5), aIld indeed he published duee short articles in 1971-1973 dlat, from dleir tides, have contributed to the content of his
chapter on That Hideolls Strengtb (in OrC17st 6 aIld Blllletill 0/ tbe Nell) lork C. S. LeIlJlS Sode0J, 4). The tide of the first chapter,
"TIle Ransom Stories in TIleir English Literary Context" (7-29), echoes dlat of all article Lobdell published in 1991, in which
he had argued that dIe RaIISOm novels "were not a trilogy in the sense dlat dley playa single dleme or center on a single
concept." (3-4); but now in dlis chapter he suggests that, together widl dIe unfinished Dark TOIver(more on thatlater), dley
form part of "an intended tetralogld' whose overriding theme involves "dIe moral imagination" (4) in a sense dlat derives
from Coleridge. He concludes that '~-\ll four RaIISOm novels are in the fairy-tale mode" (26), especially Tbat Hideolls Strengtb,
which it may "be easier for readers of the trilogy to accept ... as pageaIlt, ... if dIe second volume \vere All Excballge ill Time
[Lobdell's alternate title for Tbe Dark TOllJelj radler dIan Perelalldra." (28)
The second chapter ("MalaCaIldra, or Space Travel: Ollt 0/ tbe Silent Plallet," 31-56) begins witll a prospectus of his
aIlalyses of all the novels: "}JI four books have a characteristic organization or pattern, a characteristic 'fairy-tale' motion ... ;
all have a moral imagination so characteristically English as to define or constitute 'Englishness' (pevsner's sense [a COnstaIlt
theme in Rise]), and a characteristic attitude toward dIe intermingling of ordinary aIld extraordinary--characteristic, illter aka,
of science fiction." (31) Of Ollt 0/ tbe Silmt Plallet Lobdell notes tellingly that "it seems to bear ... all affinity to Eddison's
Tbe If/oml Ollro/;oroJ, whidl (tlleoretically) takes place on I\Iercury, but is not science fiction at all." Elsewhere he places dIe novel
in "dIe tradition of Kepler, Godwin, and CyraIIO de Bergerac's satire" (35) aIld of Jonathan Swift (55); tllOugh he talks of
science fiction repeatedly, his aIlalysis (often fascinating) tends to identify it with other genres.
Lobdell's third chapter, "Tbe Dark Tower, or All E\:dJallge ill Time" (57-83), offers special problems. All earlier version
was published in E . .:trapolatioll in 2000 as "Prolegomena to a Study of C. S. Lewis's /\rcadiaIl Science Fiction: How \Vould The
Dark TOlI'er I-Ia\'e Come Out?' That earlier title indicates the problem: Lobdell in effect writes his own completion of Lewis's
torso, and then bases his aIlalysis on the "completed," not tlle maI1Uscript version-a technique he repeats in dIe second
chapter of IValid. I had never read Lewis's 75-page fragment, published for dIe first time by Walter Hooper in 1977, fourteen
years after Lewis's death, and I am fairly sure that few of dIe members of tlle Science Fiction Research .\ssociation have done
so. Lobdell argues that Lewis intended this novel, untitled in dIe surviving manuscript (Lobdell retitles it as All ExdJallge ill
Time), as the second or third part of a "RaIIsom tetralogia." It is true that Ratlsom andl\IacPhee (of That Hideolls Strmgtb) are
minor characters in The Dark TOlI'e/~ aIld that the last words of Lewis-as-narrator in Ollt 0/ the Silent Plallet are "if dlere is to
be any more space-tnl\Tlling, it will have to be tinle-travelling as well ... !" 0",Iacmillan 1977, 160) But the "chronoscope" dlat
is central to the action of Lewis's torso seems, as the story develops, to facilitate traIlsdimensional ratller dlaIl traIlS temporal
communication. Lobdell's highly imaginative aIld, to me, unconvincing speculation as to how Lewis would have completed
the novel distracts from aIld vitiates his otherwise interesting comments on the torso, ,md does nothing to SubstaIltiate its
proposed place within the RaIISOm nm"els.
'Ille title of the fourth chapter, "Perelalldm, or Paradise Retained" (85-109), emphasized one of his arguments: that
Perelalldra is "Lewis's ... answer to" I\Iilton's Pamdise Lost (94). But Lobdell's more final aIISWer to his own question "\Vhat
is Perrlalldra?" (88) is that it is a musically-structured religious pageant, He notes unpublished comments byJohn I-.:irkpatrick
comparing it to \\'agneri;m opera; the last words of the novel take him, says Lobdell, "beyond \\'agner" to BeedlOven's Ninth
Symphony. (108-109)-;md see comments on chapter n\!o of !rolidbelow. Lobdell provides a fascinating (aIld deeply felt)
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analysis of the novel, but clearly IIOt one that connects it to science fiction.
There is certainly a lot of discussion of science in Lewis's That Hideous Strength: the l'ational Institute of Coordinated Experiments purports to be a center of scientific research, but its acronym, N. 1. C. E. (by which Lewis always refers
to it), suggests from the begilUung that its science is not to be taken seriously qua science. Lobdell's analysis in the fifth chapter
("Thulcandra, or Our Time under That Hideolls Strength," 111-134) seems more disjointed than d1e od1er chapters; t\\-O
sections have virtually d1e same subtitles as his 1972 Omist articles, and seem not to have been significantly revised, or at an:'
rate are not clearly connected to the other sections of tl1e chapter. To the extent that Lobdell makes any generalizations about
That HideoNS Strength, his analysis underlines Lewis's subtitle '~\ j\Iodern Fairy Tale for Grown- Ups" and his comment in the
"Preface" to d1e novel tlut it is "a 'tall story' about dedry" (.\Iacmillan 1979,7).
In tl1e concluding (though not tl1e final) chapter, "Lewis's ,\rcadian Science Fiction" (135-160), Lobdell re\-iews tl1e
pattern he sees in all four Ransom novels, a pattern apparent in his subtitles: "Expeditions in .\rcady," "The Threat to
Arcady," and "The Journey Home to Habitual Self." Though he uses the term "science fiction" in the chapter title, his whole
focus in d1e text is on the novels as pastoral Arcadian pageant; d1at, he concludes "perhaps ... brings us furd1er into d1e realms
of mytl1." (160) And following from tlut, he adds as a final chapter his 1998 article in Eytrapolatioll, "c. S. Lewis and the .\Iyth
in i\Iythopoeia" (161-182), apparently with little revision. There IS a bibliography (183-189) and an ll1dex (191-194).
LeMs is a much more coherent and unified book tl1an RiJe, and Lobdell offers many inSIghts indeed into Le\\-is's
Ransom novels and their derivation from English literary traditions--even into d1e unfinished torso. But his arguments 111
fact generally contradict ratl1er tlun support Lewis's claim to be writing "scientifiction," much less science fiction. The style has
fewer of the tics I found annoying in Rire, tllOugh there are still occasional sentences like "~one of this gets us much
forrader." (169) .\s wid1 RiJe, the editing is sometimes careless. To give only one exan1ple, quoting Lewis's Pere!andra tl1e text
speaks of "tl1e women's breasts" (92) when there is only one woman on the planet. "\n example of Lobdell's own carelessness
(that an editor should have caught): discussing That HideollJ Strengtb, he notes tl1at "\\'ither and Frost and Fe\ustone sUf\'i\'e
d1e dilu1er and are gi\'en another chance at sah-ation" (123); but Wither is killed fleeing the dinner by d1e bear .\Ir. Bultitude
(which Lobdell himself mentions on the next page), Frost dies in the subsequent fire, and Fe\'erstone is ne\'er mentioned as
being present.
III
TI1e core of IFon'd (chapters 2, 3, and 5) \\'as "written stralght through ... in the fall of 1979" \\'hen Lobdell \\"IS
working on his Ph. D. at Carnegie l\Iellon ("Foreword," x\'i); these chapters, prefaced I)\' a revision of Lobdell's 1976 .\IL\
paper, were published in 1981 as England and "4IJl'{l)'..., and so much of the content of lI"on'dhas been around since the late
1970s. TI1is edition is almost half again longer (139 \'S. 94 pages), most of which comes in new sections. In this revision, the
renamed "Foreword: England and .:\Iways" (ix-xvi) remains \'irtually unch,mged; it has a new epigraph (ix), and all added
paragraph (xvi) sketches the differences between the old and new edition. Its POll1t was ,md remains to take issue with those
critics who describe The LoIY! of tbe RingJ' as a quest, as medieval, ,md/ or as f,mtasy.
111e title of the first chapter, "Defining The Lord o/tbe l\ing.c All.\dventure Story in the Edwardiall .\[ode" (1-2+unchanged from 1981), is al1 accurate summary of its content. 11le main "Ed\\'ardiall" authors and works adduced by Lobdell
as models for Tolkien are H. Rider Haggard's King Solo!JIon:.. MiIlCJ, S. R. Crockett's The Bla(k DOlIgld... (new in the re\'ision), G
K Chesterton in general, al1d .-\lgernon Blackwood in general-though none is suggested as a model for the \\'hole of Th,'
Lord ofthe RillgJ, only for specific motifs. ]n addition to the discussion of Crockett, the rensed chapter has some updated and
new paragraphs. One addition, perhaps inspired by Shippey's The A.llthoroj (be Centllr)' (2002) is Lobdell's statement that "I
tl1ink it entirely possible tl1at Tbe Lord o/the RingJis the last great book that will be read as the great books of old were reac].
for tl1e story and as a lens tllrough which to vie\\' our experience ...." (23). ] h,1\'e no quarrel with tlllS Judgment, but I am not
convinced of the crucial import'Ulce of "the Edwardiml mode" in understanding Tolkien's creation.
The second chapter, "The Philologist's \\orld of The Lord of (he IvlZ~/' (25-47, first of the 1979 chaptCl"s), CO\Trs
much of the s<m1e ground that Tom ShippeY did, more extensiveh-, in The !\odd to .If/ddlt- E.drth (1 982, re\~ 2(02). It too h'ls
been revised; interestingly, in the light of Lobdell's diSCUSSlOn 111 1.I'IIiJ of TIl(' Ddrk TolI'<'1~ the longest addition (27-31) IS '1
speculative discussion of "a book that was never written-the collaboration b\· Tolkien and C. S. Lewis, LdIZ~/II{~1' dnd I-JiIIJMII
Natllre ... " (27). :\n interesting comment in both editions is Lobdell's suggestion that "music prO\'ides an analog\' for
[folkien's] usc of st\·lc to represent action" (39); m\' collea!:,'ue Ed\\-ard 1lanlles has argued recenth· and frequenth- (in public
lectures, unpublished) for parallels bet\\Ten the Rll1gs of Tolkien and of \\"agner. _\gall1ll1 the tl1ll'd chaptCl" the title, "The
Timeless !\[oment in The Lord o/the Ri/~.c Christi,Ul Doctrine in a Pre-Chnstian .\ge" (4()-7l)), expresses the core of Lobdell's
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argument, to show "why a good Christian made a godless i\Iiddle Earth (it's Christian, all right, but Incarnation and Fall are
still to come." (Richard Brookhiser, National RelieJIJ, 1-22-82, p. 65). The few added paragraphs in tlus revision serve mainly to
amplify comments made in 1981.
The most significant new material in this revision is chapter 4, "In tile Far Nortllwest of the Old World" (71-93), but
it is disappointing. For the most part, tile chapter consists of Lobdell's comments on many, if not most, of the instances in
The Lord of the Rings where one of tile four directions is mentioned-including tile odd nllsunderstanding that the jillgloSa.xon phrase "\VestU Theoden haI!" (Eomer's greeting to the revived Theoden, "Be tll0U well, Theoden!" [Tivo TOJvers, 2nd ed.,
122]) somehow relates to the fact tlut "the Rolurrim under Theoden ride West" (76). His conclusion is tllat "It is at the great
set pieces in the narrative ... tlut we see Nortll and East and SOUtll and \Vest laid out before us, in full-I might even say
almost heraldic-significance. "\nd we know that tlley are not accidental directions, but inherent in tile very nature of the
world's four corners.... Each has its sacral, if not its sacred, value." (93) Tolkien would, I tIllnk, have considered tills rhetoric
dangerously close to allegory.
The fifth chapter, "Tolkien's Genius: Mind, Tongue, Tale, and Trees" (95-114), is tile last of tile 1979 chapters.
Minimally revised, it offers mostly a reiteration of points already made, now more from tile perspective of Lobdell as reader
and lover of the text. He feels tllat "the past alive in tile present ... is really (in the forests) tile heart of Tolkien's world ... , as
it is tile heart of the Edwardian mode." (97) This is echoed specifically and personally in his concluding paragraphs. After
noting that, in the recent films, "that which we so greatly feared ... has come upon us-and not so ill done, some say, as we
had feared," he concludes tllat "somewhere ... there is a corner of our mind where it is always 1966, witll the Tolkiens at 76
Sandfield Road, and always tile Great Years in tile Third "\ge of Middle Earth. The timeless moment intersects our livesboth lives, in both times." (113-114)
Lobdell's new '~\fterword: From Third Age to Our "\ge" (115-122) is mostly a commentary on the Peter Jackson
films, with side references to his own Rise. In tile fiftll chapter Lobdell had noted in an aside that Tolkien's story is "from a
world that has become so much part of my experience tlut I should like to write in it as well." (112) His '~\ppendix: A Sudden
Coming, Being a Story of Later Time" (123-131) is a curious effort to realize tllat desire, a short allegorical tale set implicitly in
Minas Tirith in the years after "\ragorn's death. The book concludes witll a list of "References" (133-134) and an "Index" (135139.
Two of tile reviewers of tile 1981 version of IVorld noted Lobdell's acknowledgement tllat "1 speak witll full
recognition of the fact that I anl suggesting witllOut proof, by indirection, with nothing much to rely on besides my own
confidcnce that 1 understand The Lord of the Rings better than tllOse Witll whom I disagree-a confidence sometimes shaken
and not always a matter of logic." (World, xv; repeated l'erbatim from tile 1981 version). This confession applies equally, I feel,
to L8117·J and to RiJe. i\fy sense of frustration witll tile first two books discussed here lies in good part in disappointed
expcctations aroused by the titles: Rise says little about Tolkien, and Lellis has little to do witll science fiction. Yet botll Rise and
L811iJ are, in spite of my oftennegati"e commcnts, well wortll reading for thcir unusual perspectives on 19 tJ ,- and 20 th-century
English literature and on Lewis's Ransom novels. U70rld is an interesting updating of a highly idiosyncratic view of The Lord
of the RingJ. Even the points where one disagrees with Lobdell's arguments raise questions that provoke further tllOught.
Each book, taken alone, offers as many frustrations as insights; rcad together, as 1 have done for tllis review, tlley constitute
a subst;mtive, often provocati'T, and certainly idiosyncratic work of criticism focusing more on tile history and nature of
fantasy than on Lcwis or Tolkien as creators of it.
NONFICTION REVIEW

The Literary Galaxy

0' Star Trek

Justin Everett
Brodcrick,Jamcs F The LiteralJI Galo.'\)' of Star ]i-ek: an AnafysiJ of Riferences and Themes in the Tele17~rion Series and Films.
Jefferson, NC: i\fcFarLU1d and Company (w\vw.mcfarLU1dpub.com), 2006. Papcrbound, 239 pages, $32.00. ISBN 0786425717.

Star "Ji-ek, likc Star IVaI:r and othcr products of the media-dnvcn "sci-fi" movement, has been much maligned by
writers ;U1d critics alike. Orson Scott Card, in a 2005 LoJ/lngeleJ TimeJ articlc, celebrated the "death" of Star Trek. Yet tllOse of
us who teach and write about "serious" science fiction are often also closct f;ms, as e,-idcnced by the numbcr of books, articles
and college courses that focus on Trek as a popular culturc and literary phenomcnon. In this context it was witll great
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excitement that I anticipated reviewing a book with such an ostentatious title as The Literal]' Galax), of Star Trek: All Alla!pi,.
ofReJerences alld Tbemes ill the Telelisioll Selies alld Films. I was, however, soon to be disappointed.
James Broderick begins his book witl1 an apology. He claims to have avoided the show and its fan culture and to only
have returned to it after somewhat accidentally discO\-ering its literary references. Though he boldly claims that "Star Trek IS
literature," he does not discuss its value in terms of its own literary merit (which, I admit, is dubious at times) but in terms of
fue ways in which it addresses or mirrors tl1e tl1emes of the great works of \Vestern literature. His approach causes Star Trek not
to be fue object of inquiry itself, but a mirror for reflecting on various works of "canonized" literature. \'\1llie I learned
somefuing about tl1e places in Star Trek where tl1e great works are engaged, Broderick's book did little to enlighten the study
of Star Trek itself.
The fault may not lie as much in tl1e book's approach as in the tlunness of tl1e analysis. In 233 pages, the author covers
24 separate "tl1emes." Tlus comes to about eight pages dedicated to each "theme." Some of tl1ese "themes" are sigtuficant and
would have been better served if tl1ey had been properly researched and developed. It would ha\'e been far better to discuss
fewer of tl1ese "tl1emes" in greater deptl1 so tl1at tl1e reader ,,'auld come awa,' witl1 a greater understanding of the text as
opposed to the superficial and "top-of-tl1e-head" treatment tl1at each of these topics is given. I would also like to point out
fuat not all of tl1ese are themes in the forn1al sense of d.itJ.mJi.tz, of thought, idea, or line of argument. ?\fany address motifs and
otl1er elements of fiction, tllOugh the reader is not informed of tl1ese differences.
Let me pose one example. Chapter 5, "The \\'ay of tl1e \\est," is a good example of a missed opportunity. The chapter
does not address a theme in tl1e formal sense of tl1e word, but the plot and character elements normally associated witl1 the
\Vestern. Even these treatments are superficial. Here was the perfect opportunity for the author to address m,uufest destin:', a
fueme tl1at permeates .-\.merican literature and is played out sigt1ificantly throughout all of tl1e incarnations of Star Trek. 111is
chapter presents tl1e reader witl1 another flaw: tl1e glaring overabundance of plot summary 0)oth of works of \\estern
literature and indi\-idual Star Trek episodes). \Vithin each chapter there is much summar:- and little of tlle "analysis" promised
by tl1e book's subtitle. \\11at analysis does exist is not contextualized within any recognizable critical tradition. Research clearh'
did not playa significant role in the writing of this book.
It was not just Star Trek that was treated superficially in this book. \\11en literature is mined for its themes, the
discussions often take the forn1 of summaries, followed by summaries of parallel treatments in TIl'k episodes. In cases where
some analysis was prO\'ided, the information was sometimes misleading. In Chapter 20, "The Quest for Perfection," Broderick
writes, "Like Utopia, Star TIl'k often seeks to pro\-ide a blueprint for a better way of living," a statement which largely igtlOres
fue ironic nature of ,,[ore's work. Though he briefl" acknowledges differences between the two approaches, the anal,'sls is boef
and disappointing. The idea of L'topia is a dominant theme in Star TIl'k, \duch--contran' to popular underst,mding of this
tl1eme in tl1e TIl'k canon-is treated differently in various episodes. Some, like "111e Paradise Syndrome," embrace the Idea of
utopia, while others present it as d"sfunctional.
On a final note, I would like to comment on the weakness of style throughout this book. \\llile it seems apparent that
tl1e autllOr was attempting to address a lay rather than academic audience, Ius tongue-in-cheek style ,md occasionally awkward,
blundered sentences does not make the book more entertaining or readable. In fact, I found that the style called attention to
itself to the point of irritation..\s I read each chapter, I anticipated with increasing dread "'hat cliched subtitles and a,,'b"ard
sentences \vould lie on the next page.
The greatest weakness of The Literal] Gaia.\:J 0/ Star Trek: All .·'J.lla!)'.ri.r 0/ Refen'//(eJ and ThemeJ ill the Telt'1i.rion Se;ieJ and
Films is perhaps that it attempts to do too much ..-\s a result, no single tl1eme is treated "'ith the depth and attention it desen-es.
Anyone of these themes could have made a book in itself. I cannot recommend this book for anyone who is interested III
serious inquiry into the Star TIl'k phenomenon, though it might be handy, in a superficial \vay, for identif:'ing themes for
teaching purposes. I would also not recommend tl1is book for undergt'aduate shldents out of a fear that srudents might
emulate tl1e superficiality of its discussions. TI11S work, though it promises much ,,-ith its bold title, I must view as a missed
opporrunity.
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Deliverer
Edward Carmien
Cherryh, CJ. Delirern: New York: DAW Books, 2007. 368 pages, hardcover, $25.95 ($32.50 C\N). ISBN: 978-0-75640414-7
In this the (felicitous?) ninth novel of Cherryh's Foreigner series there is once again a threat to dle stability of the Atevi
government. Bren Cameron, human translator to dlat government, is of course in dle thick of dungs, as is me irrepressibly
grumpy yet lovable grandmother of dle Atevi leader, Ilisidi. Only recendy returned from space (along widl me Atevi leader's
son, Cajeiri, who grew quite fond of humans during his sojourn) and still recovering from un-couping dle coup mat occurred
while dley were away, it isn't long before dle main characters must confront dlOse naughty easterners who continue dle process
of destabilizing things begun by the usurper I\furini, still on dle run after Tabini returns to power.
If this sounds like dle tip of an awfully big iceberg of plot and counterplot, one's ears do not deceive. Delit'erer
continues the now episodic storyline established in Foreignermore dun a decade ago; recent novels have become less complete
novels in their own right and more complex chapters in an ongoing story. Cherryh's management of dlis shift to episodic
fiction has been uneven, as particularly noted in book 8, Pretendel; which suffered from underplotting and a lack of participation in ongoing interesting events by dle primary viewpoint characters.
Happily, Delit'ererrepresents a defter hand at dle wheel. Cherryh finally avoids presenting "here's what happened in the
past" material early in dle novel, a logical and very welcome choice. In addition to Cameron's narrative viewpoint we now are
privileged to hear dle story from Cajeiri's perspective. TIlis is a welcome addition to dle narrative flow, as it places more action
into the reader's view. In addition, this allows Cherryh to provide dle reader widl Cajeiri's unique observations, as an atev!,
about the human/ atevi interface. Bren Cameron has spent a lot of time helping raise dle heir to dle \V'estern .\ssociation
during their two years in space, and during dut time dle boy formed strong ate vi-like (at least on his side) associations widl a
!:,'TOUp of human children. \X!hile he snapped into his biologically destined role as a focal point for man'chi in Pretender,
accumulating two atevi followers, he is still a child and misses his space-journey human pals quite a bit.
Such human association is anadlema to more conservative atevi elements, of course, so it is lucky Ilisidi has had such
a strong hand in his political and social education, skills and knowledge. These things serve him well in dle events of Delit'erer.
.\side from Cajeiri's storyline (told with an entertaining flavor dlat comes from his exposure to human action films), Bren is
of course still a player in dle game, and serves in a pivotal role in restoring harmony to dle tangled world of atevi governance.
Readers familiar widl the series will be rewarded as usual with a mention or two of Bren's now long-term relationship
with his bodyguard,Jago. In addition, dlere is a somewhat mechaIucal aIld predictable interaction widl his brodler, Toby. Ilisidi
carries on in her usual maI1I1er-naturally, mechieta (riding beasts) aIld a daunting journey are involved. In maI1Y of dlese,
Cherryh's narrative restraint continues to operate. For exanlple, dlere are no steanly descriptions of sex: describing dle ongoing
and warm status of Bren aIld Jago's relationship seems to be sufficient.
Even readers accustomed to this restraint may find dlemselves aI1I10yed by a choice Chen-yh makes here.•\fter daIlgling
hint after hint throughout the novel, a key !bing goes largely undescribed. It will come as no surprise dut the book ends widl
a small-anllS fire fight in difficult terrain aIld conditions-such is a staple of the Foreigner series-but it is quite disappointing
that the !bing, so painstakingly foreshadowed throughout the book, is only vaguely described, despite having a pivotal role at
a key moment of heart-pounding conflict. The fact tllat what tllis !bing is echoes all the way back to the very first novel in tlle
series makes its fuzziness even more aggravating.
Cherryh's deft haIld with palpably alien aliens (to readers steeped in a Euro-.-\meriCaIl perspective, at least) continues to
attract, as do the ongoing li'"es of her cast of characters in tlle roreigner series. If too many tllings seem to possess script
immunit\·, it may be tllat Cherryh, having now clearly ventured into the world of series fiction, may wish to review tlle lessons
of the greats in this field. John D. i\fcDonald's Travis i\fcGee series, although now quite dated, is a good example of how series
characters GU1 live in a ch'U1ging world without losing appeal in the e\"Cs of a reading audience. Tony HillermaIl's Navajo
detectiYC books, featuring Lt. Lcaphorn ,md .lim Chee, arc aIlother such eXaIllple. \X11ile Flash may never be seen consummat111g his Im'C for Dale, i\fcGee ages, Leaphorn "retires," Mary Russell grows up and marnes her Holmes, Hornblower gets
promoted, and so on.
Even with a presumption of script immunity for key characters ,md plot clements, the finale here is rousing, though
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one is roused within the strong confines of Victorian-like restraint. Cajeiri's narrative and Bren's rejoin with droll abandon and
one is again left widl a yen to move on to the next chapter--errr, "book," of the series, dlis time widl the added tension of
wondering how and where Cherryh will continue dle overarching story of a human enclave on an atevi planet set in a comer
of dle galaxy that now has bodl friendly and unfriendly parties in nearby space..-\s I have mentioned in se\'eral re\'iews of
books in this series, Delil'ereris not a suitable starting point for readers interested in CherI)'h, a prolific and important science
fiction audlOr. See Forezgllerinstead, still in print and available on bookshelves. Howe\'er, once hooked, beware: e\'entually,
gende reader, you will end up in Delil'erersclutches .. . and be left after dlat with a yen to wonder what will happen in book 10.
FICTION REVIEW

,.he AndrOid's Dream
Jason W. Ellis
Scalzi, John. T1JeAlldroids Dream. New York: Tor, 2006.396 pages, hardcO\'er, $24.95. ISBN 0-765-30941-6.
John Scalzi, recipient of the 2006 John \V Canlpbell.-\ward for Best 0.'ew \\'riter in Science Fiction, pens a humorous,
often tongue-in-cheek, pop culture laden anlalgamation of space opera and cyberpunk with a dash of militaI)' action and law
in his latest offering, The Alldroids Dream. TIle story re\'oh-es around Harris Creek, a computer geek turned soldier turned
diplomat, burdened widl the duty of protecting a woman named Robin Baker, because she is the last remaining being carI)'ing
DN.-\ from a type of sheep known as TIle .-\ndroid's Dream. Her protection is tantanlount to preventing a war between Earth
and a reptilian species known as the 0.'idu, which are reminiscent of FarJmpe's Scarren mi.;;ed with the fanlliy-c1an culture of Still'
Trek's I<Jingons. The plot begins with noir inspired subterfuge and im'estigation and then explodes with an fTading the bad
guys vector inspired by SF films such as Total Remll and i\lillonty RepOI1.
There is a tradeoff between action and dramatic content in The Alldroid:r Dream, which makes it a much lighter nO\-e1
dlall the author's Old 1I1all:r IF"ilr series. However, it is much more in line with his blogging style on If7 hatel'er: Til/illtill!!, the
Tatilltable Sillee 1998. His taunting of cultural references, some c1enrly dressed al1d others bald-faced, as \vell as im'oking a
variety of SF themes goes beyond the postmodernism of works such as Stephenson's SilO II' CrtlJh. Nonetheless, Scalzi does
borrow from Stephenson's work by projecting a similar story structure into the stars \\,hile maintaining a le\'e1 of irrevelTnce
essential to the narrati\'e, TIlOugh, the author takes irre\'erence to a far higher IC\TI through his witticisms, colorful metaphors,
alld joke making.
Regardless of the novel beg1l1ning with a h\'enty-page fart joke that aChwlh, deli\'ers a laugh-out-Ioud punch line, it
does contain some elements that are worth" of serious academic consideration, 111e most cogent alld thought prO\'oking of
these concerns la\v in SF and the rights of the 111dividual, The :\'idu attempt to take possession of Robin by asserting their
property rights of The .-\ndroid's Drealll sheep D"-.:,\ contained 111 her body, These passages e\'oke contemporan'legal issues
surrounding property rights enforced by patents ,md the rights of the indi\,idual in an increasingly biomedical age ..\dditionally, the author further challenges the sO\Treignty of the indi\'idual nested \\'ithin the \\'orld state as \\'ell as the interplanetan'
Common Confederation, which is upheld through state and business interest treaties, .\nother element is the author's
concise, dlOugh blunt, mirronng of off-world aliens with the .\meric<ln immigrant experience. In one eXalllple, Scalzi mentions a "Teha middlesex" in a passage describing the alien neighborhoods (R5). Despite differences in literary mc<u1111g, I
wouldn't be surprised if tllis juxtaposition directly references Jeffrey l.;:ugenides' ,\fiddle.re,\.', which is, in part, about the earl"
twentieth-cenhll), immigrallt experience in .-\merica, ,\ final element \"orth looking at IS the depiction of the h\'o artificial
intelligences: Briall, a search agent based on Creek's dead best friend, ,md .\ndrea I Im'ter-Ross, the muse of the founder of the
Church of the Evoh-ed Lanlb. Inmam' \\'ays, these h\'o .-\1 characters are just people trapped in the system, HO\\'C\'er, ScalZI
goes deeper thall that in se\-eral, albeit short, passages that question the nahm.' of self, replication of the self through bnun
modeling, alld the divide beh\'Cen a digital COP\' of the self ,md the continuation of life, hO\\'e\'er brief, of the phnlCal self.
The. 411droidj' Dream does hm-e a bit of senous SF meat on its bones, but it Isn't intended as a critical SF work, e\Tn
by the <luthor's own admission, It's an entertaining and fas t read that engages a few topics \\'orthy of further im'es tigation, In
addition to some SF scholars using the nO\TI111 their \\'ork, I can sec it being emplm'Cd in undergraduate sllryc\' courses,
because it's exciting and it cO\-ers a \'anety of themes that can be further explored in other works, Libraries in need of a hit of
light entertainment for the reading room should also CalT\' Thec'illdroid:r Dream, I Im'ing said that, I shoulclmention the nO\TI
carries all implicit warning: \\'ill Provoke l,allghter!
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FICTION REVIEW

Gradlisil
Bill Dynes
Roberts, ~'1.dam. Gradisif. London: Gollancz, 2007. 464 pages, trade paperback, $15. ISBN 978-1-59102-538-2.
Roberts' latest novel is an engaging and dynamic near-future thriller. Ranging over three generations during the late 21 st
and early 22nd century, the novel depicts the emergence of "the uplands," near-earth orbit populated by wealthy hobbyists and
enthusiasts, as an independent political body. The men and women staking their claims in the uplands have come under their
own power and without national or corporate endorsement. \VealdlY hobbyists, reclusives, and refugees are not people who
work or play well widl odlers. Yet as shifting political and economic developments on Earth bring long-simmering conflicts
to a head, the wealth and the tactical strengths of the uplands begin to look like extremely tempting targets to the military
powers of dIe United States and dIe European Union.
"-\gainst that historical backdrop, the novel follows three generations of a family working out a complicated pattern of
vengeance and power. The centerpiece of dIe story is dIe enigmatic but compelling Gradisil, whose emergence as the dejacto
President of dIe Uplands both drives and is driven by dIe growing tensions widl the "'1.merican military. Gradisil's mother,
I..:lara, dominates Part One of dIe novel. Her fadler was one of dIe first hobbyists to begin setting up housekeeping in dIe
Uplands, but is murdered by a mysterious figure who mayor may not be a notorious mass murderer. I(lara's YOUdl and the
physical realities of the Uplands, where scores of kilometers separate neighbors and houses can be hidden simply by shifting
orbit, make bringing her father's killer to justice impossible, but she never surrenders her desire for revenge. In Part Three,
Gradisil's sons Hope and Sol seek their own revenge against dIe man dley feel betrayed dleir modler. This multi-generational
saga takes on the rich complexity of Greek tragedy, and Roberts mines the emotional and psychological strata revealed here
successfully.
Gradiszi generally does a good job ofbalancing dIe dlriller mode widl hard-SF space opera. The growing confrontation
bctween the United States and the Uplands encourages comparisons widl contemporary conditions, and here the novel
occasionally edges into satire, not always effectively. Odler reviewers have noted dlat Vice-PresidentJohaIules Belvedere III is
reminiscent of Dick Cheney, and Roberts' characterization of coalescing military, industrial, and legal institutions is biting aIld
funny, although this element CaII be distracting at times. The first part of the novel, I..:lara's story, is more personal aIld
character-driven; before the Uplands become a tempting target, they are an unforgiving was tel aIld drawing adventurers aIld
hel111its alike. ~\s I..:lara discovers dlat she is isolated more by her private pain aIld aIlger dlaIl by dIe vast distaIlCes separating
the colonists, she has to make difficult choices about just where her loyalties lie.
Roberts handles the space opera mode a bit more confidently dlaIl he does dIe political intrigue. The novel's title, dle
n;mle of its central character, is derived from the Norse mydl of dle \Vorld Tree Yggdrasill, which stretches from dle
undcl'\vorld to the heavens. This becomes a metaphor for the lines of magnetic force branching from dle Eardl which serve
thc UpLmders as both path and power for reaching orbit. Eschewing the cosdy, clumsy rockets employed by NASA, dIe
Uplandcrs havc developed "elemag" plaIleS that allow dlem to fly to aIld from their homes above dle Eardl at will. The
technologies of traveling to aIld living in orbit are plausible enough to be richly intriguing, aIld Roberts makes the prospect of
li\'ing in orbit comparable to .-\merican pioneers settling dle open stretches of western prairie. The speculations about dle dayto-day struggles of living in orbit are fascinating, especially when one principal character fl11ds himself decelerating out of orbit
wcaring nothing but an incomplete spacesuit.
Roberts deploys a nmge of narrators over dle course of this nO\'el, aIld perhaps the chief criticism of dle work as a
whole is thc mm11lcr in which these choices distmlCc the reader from tlle major characters. It's difficult to sympaduze fully widl
any of the individuals we meet, and while this lends the nO\'e! depth, it does risk alienating dIe reader. I..:lara tells part one in
her own voice that, as she matures in the shadow of her frustrated desire for rcvenge, becomes incrcasingly disaffected aIld
cold. The central scction is shared bctwcen a third person narrator describing the military characters responsible for the
.\mcrican assault on the 1Tplmlds ;md Paul Cauncs, Gradisil's husbmld. That we nevcr have direct access to Gradisil's thoughts
or motins is undoubtedly ncccssary to Roberts' perccption of the rolc she has to play, but Paul's complicated relationship
with his wife and her cause oftcn makes lum seem petty ;md weak rather thml genuinely conflicted. I-lope, the central figure of
thc third section, is not much more engaging, vacillating bct\veen rennge aIld forgi\Tness almost to dle point of paralysis.
Roberts also cxperiments with Lmguage for reasons that are not always clear. l..Jara's section is refreslungly free from the
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labored argot that marks so much recent space opera; typically the terminology SurroW1ding new technologies or social practices
is either readily apparent or adequately explained. In part two, set a few decades later, the characters' vocabulary is a bit more
idiosyncratic, although not to d1e point of alienation. However, Roberts also begins changing d1e spelling of some words,
dropping a letter from digraph pairs, so that "black" becomes "blak" and "what" becomes '\vat." This is consistent across
quoted speech, Paul's first-person narration, and the dllrd-person narration of d1e military chapters. Tlus is taken a step furd1er
in part three, in which the gerund ending "-ing" becomes "-in'." Since d1e sounds of d1e words are affected only a little, if at
all, it's hard to understand d1e purpose of dlls choice; it does indicate d1e changing time periods of d1e novel, but it does not
seem to accomplish much more d1aI1 d1at.
Despite these concerns, Gradisil tells aI1 engrossing story, intertwining imagery of Norse saga, d1e d1ematic drive of
classical Greek tragedy, aI1d d1e technopllllia of contemporary space opera. It is one of six novels nominated for d1e 2007
Ardmr C. Clarke A.ward, and certainly deserves d1at distinction.
FICTION REVIEW

Rollback
Geetha B
Sawyer, Robert), Rollback, New York: a Tom Doherty :\ssociates Book, 2007. $2-1-.95,320 pages. ISBN- 10: 0-76531108-9.
Rollback, d1e latest nO\-el by the Hugo aI1d Nebula award winning SF author Robert) Sawyer, has a dlOroughly
engaging story line even when it deals wid1 some ed1ical aI1d moral questions waiting on the d1reshold of our technological
advaI1Cements. Tl1e nO\-el deals wid1 the implications of'rollback'- a hugely expensi,-e experimental rejm'enation procedure.
Sawyer, known for his eXaInination of philosophical aI1d ed1ical problems that come wid1 ad'-aI1cing technology, tries to
explore d1ese issues on bod1 humaI1 aI1d cosmic scales.
Tl1e novel is set in d1e near future, d1e year 20-1-8 .4...D. Central to d1e plot is d1e message of aliens from Sigma Draconis,
first received in the year 2010. Now after 38 Eardl years, there is another message received b,' Earth- in response to what Earth
had sent back in 2010. -n1e protagQlust Saral1 Halifa..'\, aI1 ET researcher, is the Oll.h" person on Earth ,,-ho could decode d1e alien
message d1e first time. In response to the communication from the aliens, Earth had sent filled 111 questionnaires; one of the
responses had been Saral1's. E,-en after 38 years, at the age of 87 years, she remains pi,-otal to all\" commulucation ,,-ith d1is alien
race as d1ere is nobod,- around who CaI1 decode d1e second message ..4..nd that IS the reason for a 'rollback' on Sarah. .':ot onhto decipher d1is message, but, if she is around for 38 more years, she could still decode the message from Sigma Draconis and
dlls chain of communication would continue. Otherwise, in all likelihood, the message from the aliens mm' go unaI1s,\-ered.
Tl1e humaI1 element of d1e plot stems from the rejuvenation of Saral1 that the wealthy 1I1dustrialist ,md SETI
endmsiast McGann offers to pay for. Sarah is ready to go for it on the condition that dle procedure of 'rollback' is done on
Don. As 1\feGavin has realized d1e importaI1Ce of Sarah in tl1lS communication ,,-ith aliens, he agrees to pay for Don too.
However, in aI1 ironic twist of e,-ents, the procedure \\'orks on Don and not on Sarah.
Through the flashbacks throughout the no\-el, we are told how 10\-ing a couple Sarah ,Uld Don han: been. Tl1eir sixn'
years of married life ha,-e been spent 111 synch and now Don becoming once ag,un youthfi.tl, 'ph"sicalh- n\'en n' five' wi th high
levels of testosterone, his libido high, there are issues now they ha'T to face. Yes. for Don it feels great to feel realh' 'ali\-e' once
again; yet it is a bit depressing as Saral1 now cannot share this life of his; not respond to his ITvi\Td appetite for sex. Tluough
d1e portrayal oflughly C\-ohTd characters Sawyer ex,U1llnes issues that crop up in such a situation. '111e feeling ofguilt that Don
suffers from when he gets invoked with Lenore - a SETI researcher working in the same lab in which Sarah used to work
years ago - is ,-ery real. Don also fecls the burden that Lenore is being \\Tonged in this relationslllp due to Ius inabilin- to be
hundred percent in it. He breaks up when the guilt becomes too much for him to deal with. Sarah. e\Tn \\'hen she has inklings
about d1e relationship, never makes it an issue. Though she IS angn- at the circumstances that forced such a n"ist to thl'lr
relationslup, she perfectly underst,U1ds rejU\Tnated Don's needs for a life of sheer phvslCalin·. In one of her COll\Trsations with
Gunter, the house bot (essentially a robot), she POllltS out th,lt If it had been her ,md not Don ,,-ho had gotten rolled back, she
would have left him b,' no,,'! Sawyer, noted for his attention to the de\Tlopment of individual characters. docs it well in
Rollback too. Characters are not submerged in the deluge of issues of cosnuc scalc. ]':\Tn J ,enore's character IS not incidental.
Don's rolled back life is intncately connected to hers and III the last chapter. set in the \"Car 2U(J 7. \\"C see the plChlre perfect f<U11ihof Don, Lenore, their daughter and nvo Draclings- teenagers of DraC011l;Ul orif.,'ln!
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The human interest is thus kept alive throughout the book. However Sa'wyer does more: he examines issues oflarger
significance. One such is the question of altruism and communication with ET. Through references to the 'Selfish Gene' theory
of Richard Dawkins' and discussions between Sarall and Don on "Encoding Altruism: The Art and Science of Interstellar
i\lessage Composition", Sawyer is close to expressing an opinion. The book points out how encoding altruism is the fundamental basis for SETI. The discussion dlen moves on to how evolution eventually gives rise to technology, which has a
survival value up to a point; once technologies of mass destruction are readily available, the psychology dlat Darwinian engine
forces on life forms almost inevitably leads to dleir downfall. Sawyer insightfully reasons out that encoding altruism in
communication widl aliens would be a deciding factor to have any furdler interactions widl ET.
'Dle book carefully handles two main science fictional ideas: the technology of rollback and communication with ET.
Sawyer mostly succeeds to sail between human and cosmic perspectives. However, dlere are instances when fue reader is not
fully convinced of dle logic. One such instance is when we are told fuat of all dle fuousand different responses sent from Eardl,
Draconians have found only Sarall's response to be close to their expectations.•-\1so, dle bit about dle second message that was
meant exclusively for Sarah, dlat the idea fuat Draconians could not trust it with anybody else makes one somewhat skeptical.
TIle only justification one can dunk of is dnt a discussion on issues related to rollback necessitate Sarall to be pivotal in dle
whole process of communication widl ET and Sawyer is forced to take it up.
"\nodler such instance is when Don and Sarall try to figure out the reason behind Draconians' sending of dle genome
code. It is reasoned that the Draclings would grow up to be ambassadors from Sigma Draconis who once grown up would
send messages to dleir home planet. One wonders if it is possible for fuem to retain a DracOluan perspective after having been
brought up by human parents. Is it not difficult to resist dle human influence in their oudook is a question wluch has not been
answered in the book.
Sarall (who manages to decipher dle genome coding) entrusts Don widl the job of bringing up fue Draclings modeled
according to the coding sent by dle aliens. Sarall's pact wifu i\lc Gavin to provide for all dle expenses needed for dle building of
dle artificial womb, the syndlesizing of dle DN.-1- etc. keeps one wondering what business sense it makes to i\lc Gavin. It seems
sensible to ask whether communication widl ET is worth dle effort if finally it is one Don, a Sarall or Lenore who would have
sole proprietorship! 111ere seems to be a confusion caused mainly due to dle juxtaposition of the moral, ethical issues at bodl
tlle human and cosmic scales.
"·\11 in all, Rollback is an interesting, well-told story widl beautiful characterization. TIle genuine attempt to discuss the
moral conundrums makes it yet anodler engaging book by Sa\llyer that plays to tlle readers' intellect as well as emotion. Sawyer
believes in finishing the story widlOut any loose ends.
FICTION REVIEW

Sun .'Suns
Dominick Grace
Schroeder, Karl. Still of StIllJ. New York: Tor, 2006.320 pages, hardcover, $24.95. ISBN-10: 0765315432.
51111 of 51111.1', dle first volume of the Virga trilogy, was published in hardback in October 2006, and is due out in
paperback in Summer 2007. Schroeder's fourth novel and first foray into trilogy territory is a lean and economical adventure
story that focuscs on action without skimping (much) on Schroeder's usual wild concepts or characterization.
Virga is a constructed hollow world, a giant gas balloon powered by an artificial sun (referred to in dle tide) located in
its center and inhabited by various communities living in constructed cnvironments, some incorporating asteroids. TIle farfuturc technology required to create such a world takes a back seat to the more nineteenth-century-style (for fue most part)
technologies these communities create. Their cities, for instance, are built of wood and given artificial gravity via rotation
powered by motorized "bikcs." Schroeder imagines a far-future steam punk world, widl most of the social and teclU1ological
clements making up these communities reminiscent of earlier historical periods. The communities loosely resemble colonial
powers, though they arc more like city-states thiU1 full-fledged nations, iU1d the vast air-space of Virga is like nodung more dlall
the seas such powers crossed to build their empires. Indeed, dleir vast fleets are called navies, pirates proliferate, and the action
is reminisccnt as much of C. S. Forester or Patrick O'Briall as it is of classic Space Opera.
'llle plot is driven by conflicts bctwecn dlcse city-states. TIle nO\-el begins widl a small one, .'crie, attempting to win
independence from a larger one, Slipstream, that has absorbed it, by creating its own milll-sun, thcreby providing for itself a
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power source and freeing it from dependence. This plan is thwarted, the new sun exploded, and the traitors or freedom
fighters, depending in one's point of view, including the parents of the protagonist, Hayden Griffen, killed in the blast. :\
major narrative strand involves Hayden's infiltration of the Slipstream air na,)' in a quest for vengeance against Chaisson
Fanning, now admiral of the fleet but the commander of the attack that killed Hayden's parents. Hayden is wry much in the
Luke Skywalker vein, even having a climactic sword duel with the true architect of his parents' deadl, and the nm-el is
reminiscent of classic Space Opera (I found myself dlinking of books like Jack \\'illiamson's Legioll of Space while reading it),
so much so dlat some of the nods to contemporary taste (e.g. dle occasional profanity) seemed somewhat out of place.
However, dlere is much more to dle novel dlan the basic grOWdl to maturity of dle questing hero we follow in dle
figure of Hayden. }l1lOdler major character is a visitor from outside Virga, a representati,-e of more technologically ad,-anced
cultures that live in what dle novel calls "-\.rtificial Nature (a "reality" heady interpenetrated by virtual reality, as in Schroeder's
previous novel, Lady' ofilla::::.es). Her tme mission remains unknown for most of dle book, but dle designs of dle outside
world on Virga will clearly feature prominendy in subsequent ,"olumes. \\llat is e,-ident is dlat dle conflicting factions widlin
Virga will face a much larger dueat of absorption and perhaps annihilation from without, as their hitherto protected status
(outsiders can visit, but technological interpenetration is stricdy prohibited, as Virga is maintained as a kind of wilderness
preserve/native resen-ation) is challenged, an ironic contrast widl dle internal attempts of dle different communities to take
each odler over.
Here dle novel adopts a more complex and interrogatory stance towards dle imperialist tropes common in Space
Opera. \v11i1e there are more and less admirable characters in dle novel, Hayden's initial ,-iew of Slipstream as the E,-il Empire
is compromised and ultimately undercut. Indeed, the irony of his ,"iew of dle Slipstreanlers who destroyed .-\.erie as "traitors"
foregrounds the extent to which concepts ofloyalty and betrayal are culturally specific; a Slipstreamer "'ho fights for Slipstream
is no more a traitor than is (say) an Iraqi who fights [or Iraq. UUljuestioning lovalty to a cause is problematized as the nm-el
proceeds, with Hayden eventually becoming as much a reluctant ally of dle Slipstreanlers as an opponent to them. For one
dling, he recognizes that the Slipstream conflict with other of the city-states will not sen-e dle interests of re"i,-ing _-\.erie if
Slipstream loses..-\. major batde with Falcon Formation, one of dlese odler communities, and possessed of a new superweapon (albeit not cluite a Death Star), takes up another major narrative strand, in which Hayden's quest for re,-enge is sidetracked into a sort of treasure hunt (complete with pursuing pirates) to acquire another super-,,·eapon, this one ach-anced
technology 0)y Virg,m standards) with which the Falcon fleet can be defeated. Furthernlore, by the end of dle novel, Ha\'den
has grown beyond something as simplistic as the search for revenge (which the nm"el suggests is as simplistic as unthinking
nationalism), actually sparing dle life of anodler killer-a killer whose action was necessary to the sun-i,"al of Virga but "'hose
victim was dear to Hayden.
In short, Schroeder here provides all the eannarks of operatic action and adventure, which he renders in experdy
plotted and thrilling detail. But he also colors dle adventure with subtle explorations of more complex political and psychological issues. 51111 ofSmls is by no means a philosophical tract or character study (indeed, Schroeder seems to ha'-e taken some
pains to have his characters speak in dle sort of witty banter of the action/ adventure genre), but it is certainly much more than
a dlriller. It is an exciting novel, constructed to keep the reader engaged and turning dle pages, bu t it offers pleasures beyond
dle visceral, and it offers food for thought as well as excitement. .-\.dmirers of Schroeder, as well as of the Space Opera models
in the works of writers such as David Brin or Dan Simmons should like dlis book, but any serious reader of SF should find
it rewarding as well.
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